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TERRACE--' There seems to be a 
~ ../gmwh~g rumour in town"~mt concerns the 
" r :" .."-!~nt. rezo ning ,application put before: 
: : "~c i l  by f~e Mohawk Oil Co. Ltd. : - 
The rumour is that council has ~pulled an . 
a~' faee  inc0asiderjug thi~ proposal put 
'.~or~afd by:flm.conipan~-!to, build a gas 
.i., st~i~,n.¢9~venlenc e s to.r~.~n property that 
::.is.:i"...currently'. ~6ned". C4 '(central com-. 
'~.,merc!gl) on the'olflclal, community plan. 
. . iAce~ te0nelo~i.bu~ineesman, who 
r " b~ ~.~, ~ ~ '  i~troleim~ lailing industry, 
.~e:mattor has been dear ,with a certain 
' am0~mt ~ of'.~proprlety..' 
iHe:stated~ .tlmt ~ tl)e~last three years, 
,thr~elSedl people have approached the city 
pla'nner's .office and made inquiries 
reg~llng~constructi~n'6f gas stations in 
thedowntown, core "area;. . " 
They Wei'e'1~orm~d tiiat eurrent zoning 
. bylaw.s did noralIow-for service statmns to 
be' buUt,:and: tliat the. dommunlly plan 
:called:for the gradula phasing out of ser. 
~vice ~stati~ns in ' the  downtown area 
(exl~tlng statimm would-not be affected)., 
Howeve~, in 1981, c0uncll decided that 
p ro~io~ would be made in the bylaw that 
would 'allow C0uneflto judge each ap 
plies,ion.on an individual basis. 
This has been the.policy to date. 
• But according toBob HaIIser, e!ty clerk'. 
administrator; the app.lieation has been 
dealt, w~th in a:.regUlar:..and accepted 
fashion, and Is ~eurrently. before the 
engineering eommlttee for further study. 
The committee, will belooking at 
poteptial increases in traffic in the ar~.a, 
• how. pedestrian traffic will. be affected, 
Wh~t ~e best use fo r the land is, and just 
how .the adclition 0fa service Statio~ to the 
areawill affect the downtowfl core." 
It may be appropria~/to p int out that 
the area affected by :the'bylaw is between 
Eby  Street and Al~le'y Street'. 
Because "the cit7 does have an'official 
,community plan for the downtown area, 
Hallsor would llke to see the property 
developed, in one way or another. 
And as far as Hallsor can recdll, only one 
officiaLapplication had.been submitted to 
c0u~cil, regardiug ~e.~co~Iruction o£ a gas 
statiori~car wash, '.but that, proposal was 
~,  ~" , , , ,  : ; ~ ; ' ,~  ~ 
/,?,:~.: .... i,~/ , ~ : , / ~ : . 
while Mohawk did pay for the flight to 
Vancouver, the reason for the trip was to go 
over Mohawks plans for the land, because it
wasn't something that could be done over 
the phone. 
He explained that originally, Mohawk 
had drawn up a set of propomls and sent 
them to Terrace to show what they had in 
mind for the property, 
"Unfortunately, the plann.ed location of 
• thebullding and propane storage tank were 
not agreeable to' planning office, so instead 
of conducting lengthy meetings over the 
telephone, we agreed to meet witbMobawk 
in Vancouver," he' said. Wednesday 
evening. 
He added that the discussions included 
hypothetlcal~raffic sceuaflO's, ewage and 
water main locations and access, and in 
addition, he was shown around some 
Mohawk gas stations in the Vancouver area 
to get an idea of what the buildings and 
landscaping look l ike.: .. 
And just .what doesthe  possible con- 
structionof a Mohawk station mean to 
Terrace? 
The ifiitial estimates are that $200,000 of 
the $400,000 initialconstruction• costs will 
"remain in the community through the use of 
local contractors. 
As well, seven full time employees and 
seven par  tlme"employecs will be hired, 
although it isn't clear if the full time em- 
ployees will be hired locally or if they will 
come .out of the MOhawk .chain.* . . . .  
The store and gas pumps will he .~ ~A 
hours a day, and the entire operation'will be 
kept run~ing"the year round. .. 
However, it mustalsa be said that the 
competition provided by Mohawk conid be 
enough to force some independent.gas 
stations to close, or even make ]He difficult 
for some of the grocery-convenience stores. 
. Says the owner of Terrace Shell Service, 
'Tve invested $100,000 in my business on 
. the belief that no more gas stations would 
he.built in the downtown area, Being an 
.. independent, I won't receive the hacking of 
the oil company, if Mohawk should start a 
price war on their gab. I will probably have 
to shut-my 'business because Of that.'" 
And. ~ Brian Burdett, of Burdett 
Distributors, agrees with this, 
"I hope it doesn't get approved, because 
OTTAWA ( C P )  - -  With an are predicting there will be infireases of six and five per have little effect' with in- to jb |n  :.a. goverdment turned down tn.,early 1981. ' " somewhere down the line, jobs will be lost. 
• Gary..., Cartwrlght, the Mohawk There just isn't en~gh business at the 
election expected within a another budget later this cent for the last two years,, flatten 'running in the five operat~ed ,ingu I 1 ~¢ plari {6 representative, p o!nted out at the council moment•to st]pport.~.additton Of another 
year,. ~inance Minister year, just prior to an will he kept to four per, cent per cent range, cushlon'~hem at ~rP,.:meoUng, thattiiepi'0p0sklb~,theco'mpany gssoline~,ret~lO~e|~i~ndaconvenlence 
Mare Lalonde forced the election.call. Lalonde noted when the current program Also,.:-Lalonde failed to increases i erest'.rates will definately dot bea  service station. ' store:as Well:~:: Son i~e 's  goingto lees out 
unemployedlooking for jobs' there have beon two budgets : expires at ti~e nd of June. make ahyreference in h i s '  wheri:~i:they{.rcnew~, their '~ ,~]i~d~ad it will deslstrietly withthesale on:thiS deal and I.dan't support hat,:' he 
totakeahaekseattoupper- inayearbefore,butadded: -Federa l  workers, WhO. budget~.to he one-~r-~ent:"inortgag~s ~"  " . " '  ' : . ' ,  bf ~n~ne: 'nnd unsoline and whatever ...... " ' "  : ' ' : • ] ~ " 
~Ic me ,Canadianp • ]~ki.~g I roner p!..unnlng (another). :-harp ..:fac.~d. the.~ same/..: sales,tax; : increase;., an- A boon~ to unoer-inCome ~: ~o~, ,o~ ~. , ,za ,k,~,ah i~  o,,,,~,,{o,,;o 1 * * . . . . .  " 
~or,~sheltersln~Isbudge~, one ....... , , :  .... * '"~' .- r~stric[ions, on thelr.wa es.'-~,noun~ed ~ - ,-.' .~.~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~.,-, . . . . . . . .  . .... ..o~;, ....... , ~ ~.  
.:.~ , . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ ,~,~, - ,~ ,  .,~,~,,,.~•, , . .,... , ,~ ,~ ,. . 8 . . .~  -~ s ~ p ~ v h ~ ¢ h , , , ~ C ~ a ~ h  muse ,-~p, ~Jtore . . . .  *,,,~,,-~ . . . . . . .  • ,'• . . . . .  he •' as~s ri~ ~that th a~, 
<.; uesp~m L~m~.~ton peopm '/'pra.~sen., ~,a.m.nnes.prom!.s,e...cmsee.t~Ve : batgaining,-:..:wlll..take.an, estimated ':$1, .. .:retirement: ~i s, a.'t~ipllilg/Of:, "eh~ge:iS'.appro~,~ by.e0uncil, thenonly .... " not: .offer. h'ny furthar/e0mmenta~untll.the 
out m:. worz, .me ou~et, to,.~, t...o~n in wag e t a!.Ks Lal0noe said. " . . ' . bil!i0n a" year .,ou!;i.~f the.. the.lamoun[~.'.t~ $I~,500 :by ".:,thal!speeifie plece of property on ~e corner recommenda~jms::f$0m the eng~iesring 
9nerco. omy ~!~ mm~on " wtmpymtcservan~an.ums . uutth.e government will. pockets of consu~rs;.and 1988that~theyeaushel~erin ofEbyandLakelsewillbeaffeeted by the ' committe~ ca~ne l~hl-ough. 
,more m new jon-eroadon commixment to to~mw me nargaln hard arid no eateh- businesses that doii t pass .:~aX-free retirdmen~~avin~s rez0ning,. ' '~ "." :. " • • It wnn~t beknown re, another week, what 
funds but offered a tax economie course set in his up will be allowed for the-. thein'crease alofig.- plans. ' . - " ~; ".:. " .It has"also been contended by certain "¢llrectionthe~zoning~applleationwill'take, 
" " but in any.~se, Jr..certainly must do break, worth $300 million a April 1963 budget which 
year by 1988, to those who looked at the private sector 
~ ave up to $15,00Oa year to as  the engine of economic ut aside for, retirement, g~'owth and new jobs. 
• 'And although the. budget However, they criticized 
offered something to his failure to reduce the 
homeowners, .small deficit faster and the 
l~usinessmen .and pen- budget's lack of new in- 
,loners, a l l .  considered vestment incentives and 
~raditional Liberal sUP- • overly optimistic economic 
porters, ~t failed to satisfy, projections. 
business, angered labor and ' For example, Lalonde's 
left consumer represen- prediction of after-inflation 
tatives' unmoved, economic growth of five per 
The .$97-billion budget cent is one to two per- 
ends mandatory wage~ cen~ge points higher .than 
~onirols for federal public'- that forecast by •many 
servants, implifies the tax priv~te-seet0r economists. 
,system for small.business, .Tony Amery~ an 
gives money to the elderly economist and. director .of 
poor, provides interest-rate the Canadian Chamber of 
proteotion to homeowners, Commerce economic 
lind encourages wor~cers committee, said he is 
knd.employers to set up concerned by the "over- 
profit-sharing plans, whelming" size of the 
Lalonde, who. to ld  the deficit. 
Commons his budget is ,With a $31.5 billion deficit 
"dedicated to building a iwa  $97-billion budget, it 
strong and growing means the government is 
economy," denied it was spending about $3 for every 
prepared with an election in $2 it raises. 
mind. The government has no 
Opposition Leader 'Brian credible plan to cut the 
ulroney said the budget deficit and that will hurt the 
es nothing: to initrease recovery a year or' t8 
investment, produetivity, months down the road, 
Confidence in the economy P.mew said. 
hr. hopeamong the unem- '~[ld Johnl  Bulloch, 
ployed, especially'the more president of the Canadian 
than 500,000 young pe0ple Federation of Independent 
looking for jobs, 
And John Crosbie, the 
Progressive. Conservative 
finance critic, said ~he 
government eeds to slash 
the deficit, now projected by 
Lalonde to be $31.5 billion 
~his year, $200 million more 
forecBat last year. 
: NDP Leader Ed 
Broadbent said the budget 
measures will help the rich 
at the expense of the poor 
hnd unemployed. The 
.~oney allocated to Joh- 
I~realion is a "mere pit- 
tance." 
i' Employment Minister 
John Roberts asjd the $150 
nilllon in new job-creation 
unds --  all aimed at y~ung 
~eople --  will raise to $3,~ 
dillon the amount 
ledicated to job tgaining 
md job creation in the 
~omlng year. 
Business, turned his nose up 
at ~e $150-milli0n extra for 
small business that. Will 
result from a simplified tax 
system. 
It'S merely cleaning up 
the mess the gqver, ment 
dreatod, he Said, ' : 
Labor Was upset by what 
it ~ald wns not a true return 
to 'collective bargaining for 
public servants and Joined 
NDP Leader Breadbent' in 
criticizing the budget's lack 
of entphasis on job~creati0n. 
Lalonde applauded 
Canadians for following 
Ottawa's lead in prncUs!ng 
wag e and price restraint 
and getting iflflation down 
tO 4.8 per cent from'almost 
12,in June 1982, when the 
federal six-and-five 
restraint program began. 
But'he,said prices under 
federal jurisdiction, which 
two years spent under 
controls, he added. 
Wage increases should 
not exceed those in the increase, totalling ,$50 a "por:ters, will add up : to.~$300 
private sector, Lalonde month, in the guaranteed more to :the price ~0f.an 
said, adding inter thdt he income supplement ~imported car...!,i* ='"/." 
expects private-sectqr wage pro~,ided to 750,000:elderly . : :  
increases to run at about poor," three.~uarters" of . : -  ~To improve productivity, 
five per cent in the coming whom are woman;:. The the government is planning 
year. • - increase, will. raise their eL.offer tax incentives, to. 
And Parliament will be" n~onthly income to:$600 by -,,.workers and ~mployers tc
asked to settle, any disp'ute : Dec.,1.' ' : ' - set up profit-sharing plans. 
which leads to  lengthy~!0r -':, Controversial ,sections of., Th:~ theery:.be~ind the ides 
disruptive strikes' or ex-. the~rax Act will.~)e Changed ,, tsthat Workerd:wiil be more 
cessive settlements, to.~ivetaxpa~,ers mpre time / :]~ductiv, e i f  they have a 
Lulonde also lifted the six to/appeal reassessments stake" in: the Company they 
and five per cent restraint "and to ease• the fl/mnclal Work for. 
ceilings, on increases in .burden of those~vho do. Meanwhile, the govern... 
family allowance and •old- 
age security payments, 
public service pensions, and. 
income tax brackets and 
,deductions, as of next 
January. 
However, the move will 
t ",r 
ELDERLY GET:MORE " Tax changes, designed to individu'als; that the~ pla~er's, office is 
Meanwhile, Wednesday's• , putdomestic cac makerson': guilty of behaving in a biased manner:by 
budget contained a two-step .an even footing' with ira- accepted an invitiation from Mohawk to go 
to Vancouver, at Mohawk's expense, to 
• discuss their propesaL 
Rob Gren0, city planner, points out that 
The budget, promises to" ment will unveil its 1984-85 
improve Public. and~private spending' estimates next 
pe~si0n~lans Over,,a period' week.':The ;figures will givi~ 
Of time, .with .partioular a detailed' breakdown of 
emphasis on helping single how the government plans 
women' and farmers, to spendthe $97 billion it has 
Homeowners will be able budget~l for the year. '
Beirut strongholdscaptured 
from" both sides said. '"- 
• The U.S. marine base Was not affected by 
the hostilities. Preparati0ns. continued for 
the eventual pullout of the 1,200 marines 
based there~ 
A Beirut radio report monitored in 
"Jordan said two U,S. warplanes flew o~er 
the.Beirut area shortly before noon. 
. .  The Phalange party, founded and headed 
BEIRUT (AP) -- . Anti-governmenr 
militiamen captured two- Christian 
strongholds on the'consUl highway South Of 
Beirut today, broadening an offensive that 
has shattered the Lebanese-army and 
threatens to topple Presiddnt Amin 
Gemayei. 
Gemayel is consideringeither bowing to 
9ppesition demands that he scrap the May 
17 troop withdrawal A'greement withlsrael by the president's father, Pierre Gemayel, 
or resignitlg in favor of a pro-Syrian leader, ' tont~eded the loss of Mishref -- the largest 
sources close to the President said. Chflstlan garrison between Beirut and 
• , In Washington, U.$, officials said today, i* ; i~ae i ' s  Await River defense line in 
Gemayel ha'saccepted aneight:polnt Soi:ldi::: ' k0u~ern Lebanon, " 
Arabian plan calling for a pullout of" all Both sides said Mishref fell withoul 
foreign-troops from Lebanon and ~an: . resistnnce. 
ceiling the May ~7, 1953, Isroeli-Lebanese .CONTROL $~IALL STRIP 
troop withdrawal agreement. • ' Th'e"retreat left Christian troops of the 
The Officials appeared skepticalabout. '  Lebanese army's 4th Brigade and their 
the plan's chance for success. One said it Phalangist .allies holding only a 10- 
wail "essentially a Statement of principles kilometre strip of the coastal highway 
rather than a plan of action," noting it -"be{w~n the town Of Saadiyat and a check- 
would haveto be npproved by Syria and its po.hit jdst north of the; Isi'aeli:defence line. 
allies in Lehanob. "Israeli Affny Radio, based in Tdl Arty, 
Polli:e Said army troops f0Ught:off, said Gemayel's palace inhthe eastern 
overnight attacks by Drusa insurgents on ~. Suburb of Baabda wils shelled overnight, 
the key hilltop tow/, of Souk el-Gharb, but there were flu reports of danmges, 
whleh overlooks the U.S. marine base at' "Moslemofficersandsoldiersofthe4ih Bri. 
Beirtit's airport and ' is the last 'Position ...... :gads retreated to: rebel-controlled wesl 
Gemayel's • army h:01ds in the centr~a! : Beirut a'fow hours after Druso militiamen 
motmtains near Beirut. ' latmehed a surprise 0ffehsive in the Chouf 
Drugs and Shifts MoSlem milit[amen:ri/ ~mpt~tains early Tu~ay,  . 
. have advunced ab0ut'24 kilometres on the:.: :~",/y~se warriors eame down from the hills 
southern highway from Beirut. They took to'link up with their'Shiite allies in the 
theChristian coastal town of Dnmour and ~ Mestem half of .the.: Lebanese capital 
the neighboring hilltop Mishref barracl~ Of Tuesday night. Then'b~th advanced south 
'the rightist Christian Lebanese .Force~ to eehe the coastal• I~igh.way to Israeli- 
ml l i t ln  ~s l  ~ . ; I  ~ ~ v ,~ I ,~4 ,~,  , .n*mnl l l t~* '~ ldm~ " - - - - - - ' . . - - l - - J  . . . .  I t - - . - -  • - - L  . . . .  
something positive for the area economy 
when businesses such as MacDonalds, CN 
Pail, and now Mohawk, have plans, 
projects, and proposals, for the Terrace 
. area . . . .  
OTTAWA (CP) - 'l~he 
Progressive i "Conservative 
party refused todayt'o allow 
reporters to see its files --  
assembled at. taxpayer 
expense - -  on Prime 
Minister Trudeau. 
"All I can say is that they 
'are private files, they are 
for us and us albne,", said 
PC research director Geoff 
Norquay. 
"And •that's that..:" 
A '  r~eporter • from The 
Canadian. Press was 
initially granted permission 
publicly • - available in- go back into Trudeau's past 
formation such as as a .university professor 
newspaper clippings. -- and ~ world: traveller and 
' which they showed: to 
reporters. ' 
• Norquay would not say  
why he Would not follow the r
Liheral.dxample and allow. 
.reporters to see the 
some: claim to prove 
Trudeau is a Communisl, 
For example, there are 
seven copies of the U.S, 
Congressional Record for 
Oct. 12, 't968, in which a 
material on Trudeau, which Louisiana congressman 
is located in the PC library".: quotes former Soviet em- 
in a 'government':owned bossy clerk Igor Gonzenko 
.building near' Parliament -- who. defected to Canada 
Hill. in 1945 -- as saying there 
Asked if the files iwere was , a real possibility 
assembled at taxpayer Trudeau planned to turn 
to see themateria[, which expense, Norquay said: Canada into "a second 
fills two drawers of a filing "Yesthey were but they are/ Cuba." 
cabinet. 
~le was told abouthalf an 
hour later he'would not be 
allowed to see one of the 
drawers. • There was no 
exptanal~ion. 
Access to the .'other 
drawer was denied about 15 
minutes later • and the 
reporter was asked to leave. 
Staffer Lynn Richardson 
referred all questions to 
Norquny. 
Norquay would not say 
whether there was an'ything 
damaging in. the files. 
"I 'm not going to corn:': 
ment on that at all because 
that's none of your business. 
They are private files, they 
are files that belong to the 
party." 
Conservative MPs were 
outraged in the Commons 
Wednesday after reports 
that government-paid Staff 
in Prime Minister 
Trudeau's office were used 
to. investigate the 
background, ofTory Leader 
Brian Mulreney. 
• CALLED WITCHHIJNT 
1'ory MPs called the in- 
vestigation "a vain witch 
hupt" and demanded a 
public Inquiry, but govern- 
ment spokesmen said the 
prime minister's office had 
only been assl~mbllnp 
private files." There is also a reprint of a 
The files include books, 19'/1 article in American 
newspaper clippings and Opinion magazine entitled: 
other publicly• available Canada -- How the Corn- 
biographical material, most munlsts took control." The 
of it written since Trudean article says Trudeau 
took offi~:e in' 1968 and headed a Communist 
dealing with h!s tenure as delegation from Canada to a 
prime minister.. Moscow economic con- 
However, some articles terence in 1952. 
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WHY BUY NEW? 
WHEN USEDWILL  DO!  
Do you wan! parts to fix up your car but your budget 
won't'allow it? Beat the high cost of new parts with 
quality used parts from 
S.K.B. AUTO SALVAGE 
635.2333 or 635-9095 
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Not. everyone was:, ~dtl.~d; he'wever; The'homebu"ding 
lobby w:eleomed.Ud0,~de?spre~/sala to~ sSteldhomeowners 
from wlld swings"fn :lll0rtgsge 'rates; 
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housing,.but got failing ,gra~d~: fr~mi.the .busi~,,~s~m- 
munity for not attscliing:the.federal :deficit o r /~; jd ing  
more incentives for investment . . . .  : : ' " '  
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Debate rev ived  
OTTAWA (CP) - -  The federal government's plans to 
d'aise the guaranteed income supplement this year for 
needy single pensioners quickly revived an old debate about 
poverty lines Wednesday. " 
The'budget Speech promised a $25 increase in mont.hiy 
supplement payments in July and $25 more in Decem .ber~ 
Government critics say any additional help for the 
elderly poor is always welcome, but $50 more a month isn't 
nearly enough to get them above the Statistics Canada 
"low-income cutoff" lines, ~e  unofficial measures of 
poverty most widely accepted. 
"Even so, it's an increase, and it's'goad to see that," said 
• Terry Fhmsley of the Canadian. Council on Social 
Development. 
The higher supplements will give single pensioners with' 
no outside income - -  other than .the universal old-age 
pension - -  annual incomes of about $7,200 a year. 
"That's still at least $2,000 below the poverty line in a big 
city," said Patrick Johnston of the National Anti-Poverty 
Organization. 
STILL POOR ~ 
" Most brininess obse~ern ~ gave Lalonde.credit for not 
embar.king on any l~gc~-~..ale signaling progran~s, :but 
complained that asldo.:fi'0t~, a few goodies .for "selected 
groups the budget wbs'.baklcally, a sumd;pat:.effort that, 
Would have little.positi_ve impact on the .econ.0my i "" 
Worst cf all, the continued. eficits threaten to  sidetrack 
sector groups'  pr~sed 'the ' budget's pension reform 
provisions. " ] [ : : " ~ [ 
But the deficit was •front and Centre in most 
busineesmen's minds.. ;~ " 
The .10SS~4. defldt was originally estimated at .$31.3 
billion, but"Lalonde revised 'that' in his budget papers to 
$31.5 billion ;~:the•i984.8~ shortfall "is expected to be $29.6 
! '4tl~ . .  
: ; , '2 '  
-2- 
= ,1 '  , .  . . ' 
Construct,on unions threatened 
co m m ~ii] tl~ hMdo Ns)t i~ ated' " ":~i?., :>. ~ 
B~hl)s][uNch large l~eficits threatening to p u~.,:up in.~er.~st ~:, 
.rates, ' the government proposals are like punmg a. ~ano-. :,
, ,  . t 
Aid on a hemorrhage, said Walter.. Dean of the Canad!an .., 
oclatio ' :~; " "': :':i "": " Real Estate Ass . . , ,::, . . . .  
It's anominous development, said Y~chael Walker of the it, 
Vancouver-based Fraser Institute. " . . . . . .  i; :,. ~., 
The  heavyweight business lobbies also chimed id,.~i ~ ~, 
anti-dnflcit rhetoric. Ci  ;d~'  :"; ';:!~: ' ~ 'P 
George Saba, an economist'with e ~ I " ' ~ ,~r  .~,, 
of Commeme, ~alled the deficit figures dlsap~Intidg.~d ' 
predicted the government s financing needs W,6dld:.sq~e. i, 
business at a tlme when Lalonde wants the i~rlvate ,s~. ~i~to 
be the engine of economle growth. " '~ ~= I:" :~ ' :''" '~ '4 ~:~ =~ " ~ 
,' ' not movin far from a $30-blllion def ic i tand If you re g . . ...... .., ..... ., , 
our econom is rowing, what happens when you run |~to "-. 
recessionary forces?" he asked, "There W'!I no! be~ a 1o! of 
room to manoeuvre to get out of a recession. ~ ~.::::-~ '. 
,rl~= r~.nn,di~n Manufacturers' Associatioi~ sa!d-{ihe~ i 
bud et lacks a sense of urgency and gives' the impr~es,~n g . , . . . .  ,,;,/.~: ~'~ . ,.~ 
the economy m in better shape than it.really.is. -.: . " 
Association spokesman Eric Owen said that. desi~ite 
Lalonde's emphasis on improving confidence, the,high- '
deficit budget will do nothing to create long~tet~m~tn - 
vestment or jobs in Canada. • :" "'~ '~:~ 
"Apart from the profit-sharing plan I dldn'tsee anything ~i. 
to create productivity or competitiveness. The miuister 
made some grandiose statements about capital Investment 
increases but hc didn't offer any incentives." • ' " 
He said the decislon not to shift federal sales tax from the 
manufacturing level to the wholesale level was welcome. 
hut the $150-mlllion business tax reduction isn't enough.to 
stimulate Job creation. - " 
SOUGHT. INCENTIVES : ' '" 
The association had been Calling for increased capital 
cost allowances that would help companies invest.in new 
equipment and increase productivity. "':-', 
The budget also left. the construction i dustry uneasy. 
• : " I t  contains' a few solid proposals with a lot of unan- 
swered questions, ''~ said Bah Nuth, president of~ the 
'Canadian Construction Association. "It would.appear to 
'contain few measures that would enhance an economic 
recovery." ~' " 
_ Others in the corper~tte community also focused their 
attention on federal finances. ':':,;;~: 
Bill Grace, first vice-president of the Canadian Institute 
of Chartered.Accountants, said the deficit could under~ine 
the recovery. . i :  
:'We have not grappled with the basic structural deficit 
and unless gove~ment does that we face a squeeze on 
money for company Investment and higher interest rates or 
inflation." 
Leo de Bever, chief economist at the forecas'ting firm 
Chase Econometrics, said Lalonde's economic growth 
projections - - f ive per cent in the coming fiscal year - -a re  
too optimistic and the deficit could swell even more if that • 
target isn't reached. , 
In 'addition, he said, there doesn't seem to be anything to 
spark the growth in business investment that will be needed 
to fuel a lasting recovery. 
I 
"1 spoke to the doctor, He Said 
you're taking too much• i ron~;~ 
1984, but the 1983 liAes for a single person ranged from 
$7,~2 a year for those living in. rural areas to $9;538 for 
those in cities of more than half a million. 
Health Minister Monique Begin said the. two-stage in-. 
ci'ease is more than enough to get single pensioners above 
international income measures of poverty. 
But Johnston, a long-time watcher of the Health 
Department, said he's never heard of those international 
standards. 
In addition to the increases in the supplement, the budget 
also proposed a start toward pension reform in hopes of 
keeping more pensioners Out of poverty. 
That program includes: 
- -  Improvements in private pension plans that fall under :' 
federal jurisdiction o later than Jan. 1, 1987... 
- -  Creation of "registered .pension accounts" to en- 
courage pension plans in small businesses and to make it 
easier for workers to keep pension benefits when. they 
change jobs; .. 
- -  Changes in the Canada Pension Plan with the approval 
of the provinces to giYe.women a better break without 
making major changes in the rest of the plan. 
- -  And more tax breaks that will allow individuals to 
contribute up to $10,000 a year in 198S to registered company 
pension plans or registered retirement savings plans, and 
18 per cent of their earnings up to $15,500 a year beginning 
in 1988. 1 " " 
The most common complaint was that only the rich will 
be able to contribute $15,500 a year to their own pension 
plans, 
"Frankly, you can't help hut be cynical about some of the 
Robin-Hood-in*reverse measures," said Johnston.."Who 
the hell else can afford to put $15,000 into an RRSP? Most 
people can't even afford ~5,000." 
MaeDonuld said she's upset because Begin 'promised to", 
talk to the provinces about the possibility of bringing 
housewives into the Canada Penslon P I~.  
Neither did the budget make any specific proposals that 
would lead to private pension plan coverage for roughly 
half the workforce that Isn't covered now, 
Porteri executive direct0r of'.the Construction Association 'to ask •for legislative change. •. 
of New Brunswick. "It's just s0~they (the companies) can .  NO SYMPATHY ,'" 
compete out.there in~the marketplace;" : ,-..~ 1 But the unions should not'expect a sympathetic hearing 
But .Tim.'McCarthy, president. ofthe New Brunswick..from,Labor ,Minister Joe Mombeurquette.. 
Federati0nofLabor,seesd0ub|e;breastingasananti~unio n :..:~Mom[m~quette saidhe-has not felt•any pressure to 
practice. " • ,- . ~: .~:.: "chunge"the Industrial Relations Act to get rid of double- 
"They.are trying t0.undermine t~i~: union movement: in •" breantingand he would be reluctant o recommend any 
province and i t i s  up. to organized labor tosee ~a|;': • amendments. • . 1 ' 
dthoiSsn't happen:" • , • ". " " " " ' . . . .  1 ~ ~' ,The situation is satisfactory for the:times~we're in," he 
Porter said New Brunswick's construction industry hap" .said.."l don-t.'want to put stumbling.blocks m the way of 
been especially hard hit by therecussion'~ F0rec~ts[s for i~  -~ business a~ this~time. The e~o!l.omy |s in a downturn and it is 
show a" 10-per~cent drop in construction' v01ume'Compared~/~nof e• time~ to ban doubl~:b~easting.'::: . 
'to 1983, " . . ' :~ ' : .  whitehead ~ti'd unions!'are only prepared to go so far in 
There are several large government projects. :in the: ' -the nam~,oV~ompetition. Work.ers have fought long and 
future, but they have yet to materialize. The only action is  
in the residential nd commercial sectors and it ik there, in' 
small contracting operations, that d0uble-breastingis most  
commonly seen. 
Double-breasting, allowed only in New Brunswick and 
• Newfoundland, has become 'in.creasingly popular the last 
few years. Workers arepaid $4 to $6 and In some places as 
hard for bet.~r wages/and working conditions, and he does 
:not ~al~t psee them lost in the'scramble. 
.' "Thal'e's no qua, tied thatif  they (employers) have room 
to underout,.:th'ey'll continue to do it." - 
Whitehead'adihits the' situation' is grim. His union has 
about 65 per cent unemployment in Saint John, thesame in 
• Frederictonand 30to 40 per cent in Moncton. 
Conservatives :, ¢rowd Alberta 
EDMONTON (CP) " Wl~'fle Premier Peter Loughee d ,Teafimtorn lobbyist in Washington, D.C,, told them. 
recommendations found its way into the budget; welcomed 
Lalonde's mortgage insurance proposals. 
John Sandusky, president-elect of he Housing and Urban 
Development Association of Canada, said although the 
program•won't affect the current level of housing stai%, it 
will prevent homeowners from panicking !n future buslness 
cycles as interest rates shoot up again. 
'!They've responded-- we think very favorably -= to our 
concerns," he said of the federal government. • : 
Economist George Saba also welcomed the proposal, bul 
said it won't have an immediate ffeet. "This is not going to 
send people scurrying ont of their doors to buy a h0me." 
Reaction to the pension reform provisions was  also 
favorable. :- 
Andrew Kniewasser, president of the Investment Dealers 
Association of Canada, said doubling the ceiling to $10',000 in
1985. for tax-deductible contributions to registered 
retirement savings plans will provide a nL,~led boost to 
people's avings and provide more money for investment. 
• The ceiling will rise to $15,500 by 1988. 
Geoffrey Hale, vice-president at the. Canadian 
Organization of Small Business, said the RaSP changes 
and the creation Of the pension accounts are•just what self- 
employed people need to protect themselves against in- 
flation. The pension accounts will also help smal l  em- 
ployers provide equitable retirement benefits f0r em- 
ployees. 
makes a pre-retirement tour Of. "the world - -  China in 
October, California in.November, Hawaii in.January, 
Yugoslavia in February - -  new players are crowding on to 
.Alberta's political stage. 
. Lougheed'a 13-yea~-old Progressive ConservaUw 
government, which holds 75 of the_ 79 seats in the 
legisiature, han"hadt0 deal with pressure before. 
It has survived .crises like • a damning review"of the 
• province's child Welfare system, a public inquiry casting 
doubt on the judgment of a cabinet minister in~,olved in 
minor real ~t~te speculation and a demonstration byabout 
5,000. lncUans upset at the prov!nee's stance on aboriginal 
rights in the Constitutinn. . 
But all were passing issues. Now, with Lougheed saying 
he plans to step. down before 'the next election, other 
problems are brewing: . . . .  . • 
Even the Western Canada Concept party, which made a 
spectacular entrance in early 1982, fizzled in the provincial 
election that November. 
Now, the Conservatives are faced with credible attempts 
to build an independent: bass of political power. 
One involves the construction trade unions. Their 
members had been counted on to ~t0te ~un'ssrvative d spite 
the nominal us!on' affinity for the NDP, , 
STAGE DEMONBTRATION 
The trades ~ staged a demonstration by about 4,000 
members at the legislature l~t  fall to p~test .a proposed 
laborlawaffecting the tight of~construction companies to 
form non~-unlon subeldlarles, " '~ 
They could have"foll0wed up" with more protests this 
winl~r, but Instead took an unexpected step - -  they staged 
political educati0n se~innre, ' • • 
About 3,000 unionists turned out to each of two rallies In' 
Edmonton knd Calgary last month and, Instead of lapping 
up rhetoric, listened to speakers telling them to get Involved 
in politics at the coflstituenc~" level, 
"You get the gnveroment YOu deserve," Dave Sw:ecneY , a 
.... Se~,eral days later; Labor Minister Les Young announced Yves Guerand, a Montreal consulting actuary, said the 
'i: he was shelving the labor bill that had led to the protes ts , ,  changes, including the proposed inflation protection of  
• but that' has not stopped the trades' political organizing; tying employer contributions to60 per cent of the consumer 
Meunwhlle, newly elected Edmonton Mayor Laurence price index, are a step toward a more fair ~etirement 
'; Decore is organizing an independent base of power inside 
• his city., ~ 
Taking a page from the (~onservativee' own book, h'e has 
led  ar ight  to reclaim millions of dollars in long-distance 
revenues he says provincially owned.Alberta Government 
Telephones owes municipally. ~owned Edmonton 
Telephones .... I " 
BEARS RESEMBLANCE. .. . . 
I t ' s  a campaign' that bears a resemblance to. the 
system. • . . . . . . .  
1 . .  
, Workers race: 
TORONTO tCP} --  Revenue Canada. worket.s who deal 
with the public by telephone, at counters o r  by 
correspondence are always in a race against time, 
documents obtained by the Toronto Globe and Mail show, 
emotional us-versus-them bnttle-'the province staged The documents reve-I . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  • . . . . . .  a u e3.tem Ol time quotas ror nlmnsl 
against he f~leral government over oil and gas revenues, every tob done wimI. ,~,. ,~ . . . . . . . . . .  • 
1 . * ~ . . . .  , ' /  . ' . ~, . ~ f  . - -  . . . . . .  . u . b  u ~ p O t t l i | ~ i l L  - -  lrom answering 
• .,A'ha mayor has tried to manoeuvre Edmonton s 17 Con. inquiries on the telephone to disposing of tax a ers' a • 
':. servative members of the legislature into a posilion where .... peals/t~aiust r~88aum;.nto P y P 
they must ha seen to choose between the c l ty"an~ .... For ~'e~xam~l~i~ , "~ ' :~" ,~, ' ? - , : -^  : - .  :~ : "  -.. ' .- ' ' , ~ / .~.~: .' .' . r . ,  . / mc, wmusor, ,unt,  dlstrlct,OlllCe~ 
proVincial government . . . . . . . . . . . . .  workers . . . . . . . . . .  aFe su sad to a • ' . . . . . . . . . . . .  Ppo versge ~4,7 minutes.for each 
: The membors arereluctant tovlew .the situation this way, taxpayer's phone call; in Ottawa it Is 4.5 minutes; in 
: ,  Members l ike Rollle Cook (PC-Edmonten Glengarry'J ~to: Sur~ey,B.C.,]t i~ 31,9 minutes; in Montreal It is 5;S minutes 
~.'not eve~:ac,Jept they are In a f ight; ' ' : • "  ' The newspa~r says that in Toronto the time quota for 
-, i HOwever, Deesre has put himself in a position where he phone calis usedto be an eve~ four minutes until December 
: looks good if he whys his case on long~l, istsnee revenues:If when Revenue Canada quotss became a political issue and 
he loses, he e0uld charge the Conservatives with betraying a memo revised the system s0that "Pr~uctlon rates for 
: Edmonton. " .: : " telephone, counter, calibacl~ and Correspondence are to be 
Decore also is bulldhig a publi¢lmage to go along with a' comparable to unit and group averages," 
y b~!dlng political organlsation ~- the- more than 1,400 
~lunteerswho worked for him in the mayoralty campaign 
Jast fall, 
• While th~'e hasbeen much publicityabout Decore's ties 
with the  Libel, at party, his real source .Of strength lies in 
l~.mnal: loyalties. ' 
, . l [ ta thbuloyaltk~ ho is building in a city that has about a 
q~!r~r  Of the Alberta population and a weaker tendency to 
Vote COn~rvative !nprovinclal .electiOns than any other 
area of the province. 
While controversy has raged over the existence of dollar 
quotas for tax auditors, employees say time quotadadd up 
to bad service for the public and an unhappy staff; 
"We sometimes have to give incomplete answers because 
we're so pre~d for time," one employee told The" Globe 
and Mail. Another said workers in Toronto have discovered 
that if they hang up immediately on a cMler, the Call still 
counts and the taxpayer merely think8 he was Cul off as. 
'~ '~:' ~'~ ......... eidentiy. ' ' ' . . . . .  
, , -  . . 
FREDERICTON (CP) - -  Construction unions in New . much'as $8 less an hour,• and they don't have the package of 
Brunswick.feel thei/existence is threatened by a l~'phole benefits uffered:by unionized companies. 
...in the pro,/ince's labor laws that allows c0mpanie's:~ duck "Double-breasted businessmen say. they are simply 
Such concerns were shared by opposition MPs. '~ union obligations had:casts , .  ' • :~': -, " - responding .to econ0mic...realitieS. They say unions are : : '  
"Even with two increasas by the end of the year . . . it still . • It's called double-breasting'dad i t  means:~a.unionized pricing thameelves oht:bf the market. Most business pokesmea said the hudget didn't'do much : 
leaves' those single people a~ut  $187 below the poverty :company can sat;: upa:~ralleI;n~h-union Comp~y~io h id .  "Out there in the real  world there i s  very little con- to improve consumer or business confidence, either, 
,, Jim Bennett, an executive director of-the Canadian~,, line+ New Democratic Party pensions critic Neff Young .more competiUvely.~on increasingly scarce contt3tcti~n/,, gtructi0n,goingon;the,marketp!ace' is.verycost~conscious:~- ~ ' ~: ' ' 
said of the monthly~aymeTkts to p~_ .pie ~e largest cit~.~. : job§. comp~'~'~'t~:~nionize~ o~e .wiii ~ 0ntinU~ito~i~.is'~ :, :,.hnd Union pricing ~ju~t.not affordableah~londe~,".,'Po~/ei-~ :~ ,Federation. of.  lndepandent~,!..~mine~. ,~,+~ said :.,: L~on ,~.jt~ 
~ ,, , pick up on the incentives that small businesses had sought , the Liberals would ha~'e do~e better to increase benefits on ' officewith the same :telephbne nurn~rn,and Stat|onery; i s "  Conti'act0rs.feel they don t •have any choice "-- they " . " • 
a sliding scale, adopting, tlle,~ t~cent~ re~0rnmendation~ , f a the 0sly...functioning o.peration.:.. "~ ' ':.:~+ ~!~: " /" :,~.' .  ~ "~-:.~ :.~ " either g0 Out ~ of business or try and compete." :' " . .Mean.while,.bis I~ss John B~!och ~.id the budget d.sal! 
, e Intern tmn 1 wnn a lOt el nousexeepmg promems me government nan Co mmonscommitte~. ! | ~ \ , • - La.b0r. ~len'ders~in ~the provlnce:w~,~ti~.~legislation • . '  Rebert Whitehead, representative of th a"  a 
•rnose at me rawest add bf thelscale would have received . tightened,, up. to get r id  Of.:. d0~ble~breasUdg, But ~ :Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, said labor i~; trying to cres!ed in past budgets, . :,,/,:: 
o I m n t going to get n nosebleed from excitement over an extra $102 a .m°nVth| w~ile, t~ose~vith some outside in- busmessmen~say no.~ay; double-bre, aating is their-key't.o :. find a wayto solve theproblem.' Umons are• W rking, with,, . . . . . . . .  
,, this one, UUllOCn said survival in e ton }1 i hi o . . . . .  ' " : 1 mor reasonable contractors to come would have got l~ess. - . . . . . .  . :,th g ,. h.g y c mpetitlveconstruction what ~Whltehead cal s e . • .. 
The unofficial poverty lines haven't been published for business. " ~" : L c: ~: , ~ ' ! find ,Ways.of/becoming competitive with nomunion co.n- 'PANIC REDUCED' , • . 
'!There's' nothing anti-union abo0t this." said: Robert tractors, or there may be a direct approach to government The homebuilding lobby, pleased that one of Its major 
" 'U  
; '~ ) 
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te: i l I war  
"of fensive :againSt' the An Iraqi military planted by" Iraq ,around;:i' Site of. Iran's main export movements. About one- of  Misan. and. Vasset 
'Irunians izz ~ the'secter, . spokesman said five, 0ther.~ - Bander Khomeini. ''~ , : /~termiz~al near the h~ad of sixUi of the non-Communist provinces of Iraq." Penjwin in the rugged 
A milit~.y spokesman i  targets were destroyed by Bander Khomeini is the 'the gulf . ,  world's oil shipments pass Iran said Wednesday its Kurdish mountains of 
Baghdad said Iraqi troops Iraqi air and naval attacks.~ site of a big petrochemical.. He also defined the Iraqi- . through the strait, planes had bombed Iraqi northern Iraq. In the middle 
The new bout of fighting military positions and other of last year, Iron launched 
in the 3|/z-year Persian Gulf installations in the toWn of dffensives in the central and 
TEHRAN (CP)  - -  Iranian 
forces latmched a new. of- 
fensiv~:| n its war with Iraq 
which claimed thnt it 
destroyed seven "enemy 
targets," two of them with 
mineSl in the 'Khor Musa 
area at the head of the 
Persi~ GUlf. ' 
Tehran Radio said today 
the offensive, named Dawn; 
5', began shortly after 
midnight Wednesday night part of the•attacking force 
launched the c/)unter,,~ He; .did not identify the 
offenslve after an "enemy targets . . . .  
force attack~l  areas on .  He said the:targets were 
, the"; intez:nationhl: ,_border,!;:., in , ' an '  "enemy ' c0nv0y;! 
between the Warring ~eigh- ' ~tryJng to enter •the Iranian 
bers, port of Bondar. Khomldfii, 
He said the Irdnlan attack RETURN TO BASE 
had been conteined and that" 
complex being built under, a imposed war zone, which he 
"joint venture by Iranian and, said~ extended, from Khor 
Japanese c0mpanies. ;i,; i.=Abdullah tthe m0uih of the 
li'aqsaidJan..31its, force~ :.Shatt al-Arab waterw, ay to 
had.destroyed five "enemy. between 48 and S6 
naval targets" at the head kilometres south of the 
of the gulf . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  port of' Bushehr. 
' All the ..~aqi~ planes and .  '.~ TWO ; days earlier,',' the . .Kb~rg  Island lies wit~Ln the 
gunboats t ;e tur~ safely.te commander of Iraq's naval .~ limits. 
Misan (formerly Amarah), 
400 kilonletres south of 
Baghdad, and Wasit (for- 
merly Kut), about 76 
kilometres west of the latest 
ground offensive; 
~,ar had been heralded by 
weeks' of preparations in 
whichtens of•thousands of
Iranian combatants were 
called to the fronC 
COMPLETE ATTACK 
November near the town of 
northern war fronts. 
Last 'weel~end, . Iron 
started a cross-border 
operation in the Kurdish 
mountains south of 
. . . . .  A communique an- /'.~ Marivan. 
at Shaingul at the eentre of was destroyed. " base, he added . . . .  . '  and ~coastal said the i Iraqi ,!;. ~I~'an has threa|ened to nounced Wednesday that an Iraqi communique said 
the front. The' spokesman said The spokesmdn said the : air force and navy woUld !!~ci~ethe Strait of H0rmuz '-~attack had been completed three peoplw were killed Tehran Radio said 
Ira,'said later its'forces ~ fighting was cbntin~izzg, but mines which destroy~ttwo ' 'a t tack  any. vessel ap- at ~he mouth of the gulf if in the ' region of Dar- and 18 others injured in the Tuesday the operation, 
had~ lhunched a Counter. _ he gave no furtherdetalls., other, targets had •'been proaching Kharg Island, the Iraqi '" disrupt~ its oil bandikiiani 250 kiinmeires Iranian air raids. Liberation of Jerusalem,. 
. . . .  ~ ~:  : " ; '  :" ! ~ i  : ! i: northeaSt, of ' ,~the Iraqi Tbe last big Iranian of- bad succeeded in achieving 
A- -  _ - -  dP f  " . . : _ _ "~.  i L l _  __ "_" i J •  I • capit.a!:of Baghdad. . .  fensive took place last its targets to date. 
• , , " ~ Puunsn~ reportssaio me I.teaclan OTTers s moozner relazlonsnl ' ' " ' ~ .  ;i attack I .enabl~l  Irania'n " ' ' . - 
. . . . .  v • , , • . , : ' : : '= i .  ; ' " ~'i','~, . ' ~ reservists to drive 20 f~.  . "~ 
WASHINGTON (~,P)'-- President Yuri Andropov. downplay rhetoric and to  U.S. administration .has  i ;~  ,n,,~h,~r lan~ua~e'in" .kilometresint°'Iraq, seizing / A  n, , i t .~rnnk innthrnunh"  ~ | 
Presidsnt Rea~m says if : However, Reagan has explore waYS~to promote a tried to portray "itself a~s ' :.=?!=" .~--="'- .....= = ;= :. 12 viilages and 150' square | J~  C'~'Nk ." . . . .  '~" .... .  .= .... .".'.=- ~ ~.'~Nk . |  
. . . . . . . . . .  " & ,  , . . . . . . . .  ' " msemogy,  sam "mose waD • • nypnoms as zaugnz uy the new Soviet leaders want drawn, the line at meeting more  usefUl dialogue. : wzllmg to make progress on : * L . ' ' ' ' '  " h .  " ; . ~ , kdometres • o f . .  Iraqi. I l _ _~|  . .  . . . .  / , _~. .~11 
to ' improve their rocky with Cherneitko until a In  an interview with arms.control and in other !: arei~,p.us rag. a pol.ncy on.. ter~;itory:,- . '  : | ~mm~,  wo.rlo renown nypnozlsz ~ i==~l~|  
relationship with the United ~nferenee can be arranged, reporters, Reagan said areasthat haveproven tobe :'~ m~!!~r|s.m,, e man arm s . Iran;s ;nati0nal new I i Gone Delfont ~ I  
,, , race anu mt~rzerence In me States,. theres no. better at which there 'woUld be  Chernenko'did not retreat stumbiing 'blocks in r i te ' ! . . , , ;  ~ . . . .  . :i agency IRNA distributed | __' . . . . . .  | 
time to start than. r ight reasona'ble ' promise o f  from "basic Soviet relationship with the Soviet znm~az az.zazrs:, o!  0mer~ reports in l;ondon today I J ,  . . no..o a r . . - , -  / 
now, '~, "  .SUCCESS . . . .  : ' ' '  positons" in his meeting Union. ' " , ; c°.Un,:~,tr]essn°ma, ren°unfle: quoting :an  'informed / I n  t r~.  uc tory  / 
under wi tins poncy an~Lsunsutute mr :~, seminar  Reagunsooutodoutimism' : He had been th Bush. ~ In his first speech after;" .., . . . .  . military source as saying; I . ,~m~ / 
Wednesdav'evenin~ as he 'P  ressure froml rpolitical' BUt he said the-Soviet moving into, the 'job of ntapo!~cyozpeaceanoco- "The Islamic (Iranian) [ ~Jn ~ $~.00  for the 2 hr. [ 
assessed t~e meeting Vice- a dvisers to attend, leader "felt that we m.ust general secretary, Cher~ o~ra.uon. . . . . .  . .  forces are advancing i class to follow | "~ 
President GeorgeBush eld Andropoy's funeral to beth take a part zn seeing nenko ,criticized ~ "ad- '  :=:~gun.. ~za ~in~t when towards, the achievement of | N ~ , / ~  ;~ (R--~trationatwdnsronly) | "* 
in Moscow on Tuesday with display willingness to im- that reg|onai, conflicts.did venturist~," 'a  COmment, .~.u~. me!, unernenKo arm r the l)re-deterrnined oh .... | ~ . . '~  :' '_.~ . . . . .  | 
' " ' . " ' " " • ' not et out m control, mat  ' 1 " ' " ' ~ ~ v  s 1 tenera[, ne • , .. . . ~"  ' , '. .~,ass mczuose vrse Rome Konstantin.Chernenko the prove ' U.S.-SOvmt -g . . . .  azmed at the United States. ..... = . . • , jectwesmthecentralsector | ./" -~.t~r lk  . guldeconsistinnofbooklet / 
new general secretaw of: ~Jati0nshii).  ~ there shoUld be safeguards The  s ta te  Department em.pnas!zeo •'.~merica s " -  end m~,(v,I..-*~000) I 
the SoViet Communist The president said:while against any inad~,ertent use  chose to ignore flze:z;emai;k oes.w e.mr..greater mut.ua! ' i~.~ ~ " " ' *lnstructi0n o  how to use / 
,, not d rt of nuclear weans  unuersmnmng ann genuine , m party,. The 'atmosphere Chernenko did'  ' . epa' . . . . .  .po. : . . . .  and focused instead', on" ' __ ~.'-L.: . . . . . . . .  ' __  _..: " / . . '  .- _. _ the guide to make yourself / 
. . . . . . . .  , _ _ , , .  _ __  ,~ ¢.^--  , ,o ,~. .~, . ;~ o~,,,;=,' " 'momerworns,  nlswnole ~t~Mn~#~ . ~¢ ~=~ O~hM~ r : '~Z l~t lQ l l  U~LW~Zl" uUr  i tnewonor~wwneonypnor i=t .•O~ne quit. / ," 
waSpQSl i lVe~ u, eagan sale. "u ' "  o,~,,,o~. ~, . ~ ,~v,~*  . . . .  . . , ~ ;~; .n~; . t .o .  va  a ,zo  ° l 'm"~'"  • L .~-  : .~ . . . - * . : - - -  i l~ l font f fomHouston ,  Texas. . .  , • S " ; "  
HIs comments, made at a positions, he did appear tone ann m,s worns were seeking i)rogress. ; ,~,.~,,,:.,u~., ; i . *Hypnos=s. / ': 
Renubliean fund-raising ready to put our relation- , such.that indicated that he In his comments at / He also mau.e cmar ou~ I MMI= QI IDD/V  'IrMl= Ti'INl'lll ~. I "~ 
- "" " was n , concerns over Issues SUCh ~=~ vv . .=- - -  -- ,  ,=. - -vv - -~.  dinner, reflected an effort shij) on a more constructive beheved that there , a Andropov s funeral, ; . . . . . .  , .  . I ,  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , , . . . . . . , . .  i 
area for us to come to as numan rights an~q l r~ JU  uu  In l=  Ir~ILUII I l l l l~]  on the part of the ad- basis. ' . • . . " Chernenk0 spoke of . , : : ,  , .  . . •  ,, - " / . .  . . . . . . .  , , . , . ' / ; . :  
ministration to put the best "Vice-President Bush and agreement on these things." "readiness for ta lks"  with ~ regmnan conmc!s / 'ThA mnn"v  vnu. Ancmd 'w i l l  hm rnna id  in  / 
. - - " . . . . . . . .  Since Chernenko's . . . . .  . . . .  ~ " - -  . . . . . . . . .  " " - -  - "  . . . . . . . . . . . .  " . . . . . . .  " ' race on the cnange in  t nave me Impression mat me uniteu ~ta~es. • ' : ~ /  '~ ' | q Im, t~nt l ' t  t Ju |11"ht t l l t  P inmrat l ' taa  I ~' 
- . • • . ~ , , :  . I I I l ~ l l i l l  ! !  i t l  i v i t  v l ~ i l v  i t v v l  
Kremlin.. leadership .the new Soviet leadership zs elevation.to the top posit,on But Soviet .. Foreign . .  / . / 
foliowing the death of Soviet  making an e f fo r t  to  ih the Soviet heirarchy,' the Mki ister Andrei  Gromyk~/  l~ E 0 r r e c f J o n  / • save$10,o0o .0o  in 10 years  " / 
I n d • ; ~ : r 1":"" • " " ,  . . . .  / • .Reduceyour  l i fe  insurance  by  40% i ; 
Westand corrected On , __  , ,  _ _  , .  . . . ,  , .  : I 'Westandc°,rrec!ed" n i L ive  a morere laxed  l i fe:  / 
 nuizz nolas T r i e n a i y  l i n e  ~~To~tt ; 'n~="uesqay '  , 'eb , , ,we  J i ' : reported that B'C Tel had B R E N DA ' . ' i:i RITTER.  McEWAN . r . • " " " 
" . . public meeting regarding Plair  Stylist I n t roductory  seminar ;  7"30 Class" 9"00 WASHINGTON (AP)--StatesocretaryGcorgeShultz, blacksfromlong-settledcommun,t,es. I ~zbeli¢'~tinKge=g:~i~g - - ,_ - / I  I ~ a r : 7 . ' ~ 0  Class:9:00 I /  
re`pending to  crit icism that he is too friendly to South .  FORCES A MOVE " I ~ ' i~t~B.C~ ' uren(~a wouJa  l iKe  • / I  Ter race  Wed.  Feb .  22 I i  :: 
Africa, says a policy of inflexible hostility.toward that Hours before Shultz spoke, thewhite-minorJiyPretoria I to inv i te  allherpast / . Inn of the West l i  
country could produco racial warfare throughout seuthern government hauled.54 black families away from the viilage . I ~~•~e'a~'~a~ i patrons to see her / Banquet  Room l i  " 
Af r i ca ,  • ..ofMagopaandr'elecatedtheminablackbomeland.toen-/.[ ~-; ' -has - -b~en i at  Bev 's  Head Shed.  / - ~ ~ ~ - ~ i  : 
The!only course consistent with American values zs to. force its racial  segregation.policies.' I ~ ~ - . ; ' ~ ;  _ . / v SA • MASTERCHARGE • CHEQUES CASH ~ | " 
, ,  , . ' ' . . • - , - - -~- - '~- - - , -  . . . . . .  o . . . .  ue~ S i r - engage ourselves as a force for constructive, peaceful The government s ud the land was reserved for whites I °'em  I . . . . - .  , / i~0~ dseo,,,,,o , , , i  / 
change," ShUltz said Wedneeday night . . . .  J. ' even though blocks had lived there for T0 years. ' q ~~' t~s"er r 'o r  I~[ t l~#~ 1 ~  i Please: Do not  a t tend  this seminar / 
" I t  is notour  business to cheer on, from the sidelines, a In his speech, Shu]tz alluded to the intense, U.S; mayhave caused Terrace ~ 1 ~ 1  I~M~ / unlese vou want  to  auit. i :: 
raco v ur:in southern Mrica' - or:to'accelerate trends that,;, dip~omaticefforttopmmoteindependenceforNamibmand~-,,: co neg;;ifid-B Cr Tel ' =~ ' :  ' :  I,, ..... ,, n =n . . . . . .  t • . . . . . .  . . . . .  ' : ' , . .  . . . . . . . . . .  , J  ' 
In  ' ' ( n , ~ n , .  J ) " ) * ' ' b ' , n . n ~ ' t *. ~ ' V V V ~ V ~ ~ V " ' n . . . . .  ~ . , ~ ~ . . . . .  ' n . . . . .  " ~ j J I . t j " ' ' ] ~ J ~ ' " j 
wilbbHng.Such a:conflict'alYout*.H"t',~,';'~l,~r ~ '  ."', ,:'~';"' , the withdrawaLof:Cuban.forces, from ;,~rtgola;,;:,~.'~z" ,,,: ',,,, ',,:,, ,~, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  I .  ~ ~ . . . . .  , ,. • ':.-~ ~ r 1 r I • 
P. ! • , ": : - . ,  : , • . , , .  , . .  . Sh id~ t'emaY, lCs;:madetbeforo-the,~ostOn: World:Affairs ~: -' He said the disengagement of South,African forces from)i~ . . . . .  ":' ' "~' " " , ...... i,dS,; ..,r.., . 
Councll~ were aimed at~critics who maintain that U.S. el- 
'forts =to co-operate with South Africa reinforce white 
minority rUle there and delay the independence process in 
the South African territory of Namihia. 
ShUltz rejected calls for a ban on American investment in
South Africa and for economic sanctions, ~pyiug such ac- 
tions weald "pUll the rug out from under those South 
Africans'who have taken the first concrete steps toward a 
more.equal nd equitable society." 
He said while an "evolutionary change" istaking place in 
South Africa, the black majority still lacks fundamental 
political and human rights and is denied equal opportundties 
for ecodoniic advancement. 
He also criticized the "arbitracy forced removals" of 
southern Angola represents a "positive evolution:' that 
could lead to an overall Settlemtmt. 
Earlier Wednesday, senior State Department officials 
said a small group Of Americans could be assigned to help 
monitor the withdrawal o f  South African troops from 
Angola. 
One official, who insisted on anonymity, said a 
monitoring team of four to six Americans could be sent to 
the border region of Angola and Namibia if the other 
countries involved request it. 
• Such a request' has not yet been received. 
ln.Zmbia today, U.S., Angolan and South African officials 
were meeting .to .discuss the possibility of a formal 
"cessation of hostilities'.' in the border area. 
o i le r  exp i res  
Sat., Feb. 25 
Equipment caused blowout 
DR~Y.TON VALLEY, Alto. (CP) --  Amoco Canada 
Petroiemn Co. Ltd. eouldd't have l~revented the 1982 
blowout of its Lodgepole gas well, lawyer Allan McLar ty 
said Wednesday as phase one of an ll-week-old public 
inquiry ended. 
Th e company blamed the blowout, which lasted 68 days 
fronxOct. 17 to Dec. 23 about 140 kilometres outhwest of 
Edmbnt6n, on a series of equipment failures. 
None of the influres was ~uciai on its own but they all 
"contributed tothe unfortunate chain of events," McLarty 
told the inquiry'held by the Alberta Energy Resources. 
Conservation Board. 
Two Texas wild well fighters died during 0he attempt to 
caP the well after being overcome by.toxic hydrogen 
sulphide fumes. 
When it wasn't on fire, the well spewed millions of cubic 
metres of the suiphurous gas over central Alberta. Many 
people in the surrounding area and as far away as 
Edmo~t0n blamed influenza nd cold symptoms on the gas; 
which had a'rotten-egg stench. At one paint, people 1,600 
kilometres away in Winnipeg said they co~d smell the gas. 
The well was finally capped by another Texas outfit. 
SURGED UP WELL 
Before it blew out, McLarty sa~d, a large amount of 
drill Stem and bringing on the blowout. 
Dennis Hart, a lawyer for Nabors Drilling Ltd, argued 
Tuesday that the broken drill pipe was the crucial failure: 
He said •Amoco erred in approving the us e of high'strength 
drilling pipe, which turned brittle when exposed to 
hydrogen. 
• If Am0co had chosen the pipe Nabors recommended, said 
Hart, ~'there would not have been a drill-stem failure and 
there would not have been a blowout" 
: McLarty denied Nabers made any such formal recom- 
mendation, He said high-strength pipe was chosen to bear 
the stress of angled rilling to penetrate a reservoir under 
the Pembina River flood plain. 
He said-mud was supposed to "protect he pipe from 
hydrogen, Which could make any. pipe brittle. 
McLarty said the failure of the dega.sser was most 
critical. 
During the inquiry, participants waded through more 
than 240 documents related to the environmental and health 
effects of ~e blowout. Lawyers, envlrqnmentalists from as 
far away as New ~}aland, doctors and oil field exports 
testified before the six-member.board panel, which began 
sitting last Nov. 1. 
Amoco said the inquiry," which geiterat£,d more than 9,500 
natural gas and drilling mud surged up the well, Jamminga " pagesoftranscript;costtheoilcompany$4.5milllon. B ard 
• degassing machine designed to separate gas from mud. officials said it will cost hem ~ibout $2 million by the time a 
He saidthat "necessitated the closing-in of the well at the final report is prepared, expected in June or July. 
most inopportune of times" so the machine coUld be fixed. The inquiry's econd phase, examining technical aspecm 
Soon afterward, thedrill pipobroke, the'degassing machine - of blowout capping, begins Feb. 20 in Calgary and is ex- 
failed again and the derrick boom also failed, dropping the peered tO last two weeks. 
Academy nominations released 
BEVERLY HILLS, Calif. ~ (AP) -- Terms'of Endearment, Bergman,Fanny and Alexander; Mike Nicholsl Silkwood, 
the funny-sad story of an eccentric mother add a wilful and Bruce Beresford, Tender Mercies. ' 
daughter, scored top, honors tbday ~at he 561h' annual Two-Ume winner Meryl Stree p•again Was nominated for 
Academy Award nominations~ placing in It  icategories. 
The. Right Stuff, a panoramid"vlew of first American 
,' space' travellers, followed with eil~'t'tibminations. 
• Fanny and Alexander, which lngmizr B~e. roman says is hb 
last movie, placed third with six. 
As expected, Terms of Endearment dominated the. 
best actress for her performance as the doomed nuclear 
plant worker in Silkweed. Other nominees for, best actress, 
besides Mac Laine and Winger, were Jane Alexander of 
Testament and Julie Waiters.of Educating R!ta.~ 
None of the .best actor nominees has won before. They 
are: Michael Caine, Educating Rits; Tom Coati, Reuben, 
nominations, collecting for best picture and for four per- Reuben; 'i~0m Courtenay, The Dresser; ~Rebert Duvall, 
forn~ances. Stars Shirley MacLaine and Debra Winger will Tende/',Mercies, and Aibert.Finney, 'l'l~e Dresser. 
be competing against each other for best actress,and Jack Reald~ Nicholson And Lithgow, nominees for" supporting 
Nichotson and John Uthgow as supporting aetor.Tiie f i lm.  actor Were: Charles .DUrning, 'roBe Or'Not TU:BO; Sam 
~Alsowns nominated for best direction and writing by James Shepard,,The Right Stuff, and Rip Torn, Cross Creek. 
. . . .  Nominees for supporting actress were Ch~, Silkwood; 
Brooks' ' Glenn Close, The Big Chill; Linda Hunt, The Year of Living 
Nominated as best dir~tor of 1983 weri~ Brooks, for .~.~Dangerously; Amy Irving, Yentl~ and Alfre Woodard, Cross 
Terms of Endearment; Peter Yates, The Dre~er; Ingmai' Creek. 
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BRING US YOUR OLD BOOTS! 
- iE~;i 
TRAOE-IN VALUE TOWARDS THE 
PURCHASE PRICE OF ANY 
RE6ULAR PR ICE  ROOT . 
IN STOCK" 
THOSE OLD FR IENDS 
ARE WORTH SOMETHING 
CHOOSE FROM ONE OF  
CANADA'S  BEST 
SELECT IONS 
*DOES NOT APPLY TO RUBBER FOOTWEAR OR JOOOERS 
BRING US YOUR OLD JEANS 
~ , ~,~: TRADE-IN VALUE TOWARDS THE ,~ ~ PURCHASE PRICE OF ANY REGULAR ~ ~  ~ PRICE PAIR OF JEANS IN STOCK* 
~i" ~ EXAMPLE* CHOOSE FROM 
' LEE LEVI or GWG LEVIS SADDLEMAN NO, l it/ 
REG'ULAR PRICE Rl:O. PRICE 2r  
~.~ ... JEANS! LI:SS TRADE (5 =) 
(Regular Retail from 29"-NATIONAL'BRANDS) .Y0U PAY 24 es 
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w ~l / I r l l  
dail he ald SPORTS 
Second gold .f.oi r".G.aetan. Bouche, 
SARAJEVO (CP) - -  
skater Gaeten 
Boucher became the first 
Canadian ever to win four 
Olympic medals today, 
capturing the men's 1,500- 
metre race at the 1984. 
Winter Games• 
• It was the second gold and 
third medal of the current 
Games for Boucher, who 
has singlehandedly sur- 
l~assed Canada's total 
medal count from "the last 
Winter Olympics• Four. 
years ago at Lake Placid, 
N.Y., he won the silver in 
the 1,000 metres and skier 
Steve Podborski of Toronto 
took the bronze in the men's 
downhill. 
Soviet Skaters Sorgei 
Khlshnikov and Oleg Bugler 
finished second and third 
respectively with times of 
1:58.83 and 1:58.89. 
The 25.year-old 
University of Montreal 
student and resident of St- 
Hubert, Que., captured the 
bronze last Friday in the 500 
-- COMING TO 
PRINCE 
-GEORGE? 
Stay with us' for: 
$3300/,kht 
single or double occupancy 
regular rate $50,00 
" any F R I DAY or SATURDAY 
children under 15 years free 
and followed that up 
Tuesday with .a gold-medal 
performance in his 
specialty, the 1,000 metres• 
Boucher said that 
although he felt confident 
after crossing the finish line 
today, he wasn't sure he'd 
won. 
"First I looked at the 
Canadian crowd in the first 
corner and there wasn't 
much reaction there and I 
thought I didn't have it," he 
said. 
"Then I went a~und the 
second corner and saw the 
1:59.4 (fifth-place time of 
East German Andreas 
Ehrig) and I was dispap- 
pointed because I thought it 
was my time• 
"Then I saw that the 
resetion seemed to be good 
from the rest of the fans. I 
looked again and saw the 
oiher time, mine. I knew 
then that.I had it won." 
ATTITUDE CHANGES 
Boucher said he  wasn't 
counting on winning the  
1,500 when he came here, 
WHL 
St ndings 
Eastern Dlvlstoe 
W L T F A P 
Regina 36 19 I 316 231 73 
Med Hat 34 19 1 310 221 69 
Lethbrld0e .34 22 0 207 206 68 
but after picking up medals 
in his first two events that 
attitude changed. 
"I had preferred to 
concentrate on the .1,000 
metres and win the" gold 
"there; and• maybe get a 
medal in the 500,'"Boucher 
kinds of tracks and in all 
k inds  of weather  this yeari" 
he said. "I had conditioned 
myself to race in any kind.0f 
conditions~ ., ~. :., .- 
'~Yesterday,' when ! saw 
• that I was in She"eighth l~lr 
andi thdt  they would, be 
said. "When'those were out doing the !eeafter  seven, I
skating after all the  Other down more in the last lap, 
top seeds had flnished, partly because of the 
"That helped me a little, conditions. The ice was not' 
.bit, yes," Boucher agreed. ,what it can be  in Swit- 
"Instead of- going out  too zerland or in Germany. 
fast or too slow, Iknew what : ~ There's a drag in the ice." 
the winning I (leading) I tix~q Bouche~'. had a false start 
was.. . . . .  . bu[ put• it down to ner- 
"The winn'ing time at ~e vousness .  . . 
t lniewasl:58.Sandwewent" "My*;left knee"moved eofthewayI .knewthat Iwas aid tomysel f ,  'I hope. it 
skating well and that l had a Snows and they/can't 'put  out based,on:~57~5 and: I 
chance at the 1,500." any water on it~ b~,caune i f  thought"I  can do that,' and 
Light snow fell throughout . they flood the ice right that would allow me to win 
the race, which worked to 
Boucher's advantage. 
Seeded in the eighth pair, he 
skated immedi'ately after 
the attendants had cleaned 
the ice. 
"The good thing about us 
is that we trained on all 
before me it might have 
made the ice  softer and a 
little • slower. When" it 
snowed they couldn't" put 
water on it," ' * ' - • 
KNEW HIS TARGET 
KhlebniknV said Boucber 
also had the ad.vantage Of 
the gold with an edge. At 
least If I died in the last lap 
l'd still.have the edgethat I 
had from.the beginning. ' : .  
"And that's what hap- 
pened. I slowed down more 
than I thought I would. I 
think everybody slowed 
little bit, it wasshaking," he 
said, "Since the 1,500 is not 
a race you go maximum 
speed in from the beginning, 
the start is not that ira. 
pertant." 
Only two' o[her'Canadians 
have been double gold 
medallist in the same 
Olympics-- Percy Williams 
in the sprints in 1928 and 
swimmer George Hodgson 
in 1912 ' . 
Swimmer Elaine Tanner 
of Halifax, who won two 
silvers and a bronze at the 
1968 Stann~'er .Olympics, is 
the,only ot.he~Canadian to 
come near "0"Soucher's 
feat' 
JOINS SCHONE ,i 
Boucher, the first male 
double gold medallista a t 
the 1984 Games here, Joined 
female speed skater A~drea 
Sohone of  East •Germany, 
who hss a. gold and two 
sih;ers, as the second triple 
medallist. East German 
Karen sake is the leading 
individual medallist with a 
total of four-- two golds and 
two silvers. - q- ~; r 
Boucher'y . 'goid-me~ial 
performances are'th, e:,first 
by a Canadian slnee Ks. Shy 
'Kreiner of Timmins, Ont., 
won the giant slalom in 1976. 
Starting in the e lgh~pair  
with Andreas Ehrig of:F-rest 
Germany, Blucher, led., from 
beginSing to end with ~the 
fastest times i~t a l l  three 
split measurements. . 
Boueber, who also ibeat 
"Khlebnikov in , the~.~!*,00o 
metres, again had:~i)~'ad - 
vantage of skating after'~iS 
main rivals, 
With freshly cleaned ice, 
Boucher was a-full second 
faster than Khlebnikov 
after 700 metres~ 
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PLBASE PRESENTTHIS _ 
AD UPON ARRIVAL 
Great  eff0rt i * n Team Canada loss
SARAJEV0 
Team Canada made a great 
effort, but coach Dave King 
said sending a young club 
like his against 
Czechoslovakia s a case of 
college kidy playing the 
pros. 
The pros won 4-0, giving 
the Czechs a 5-0 won.lost 
record in Pool B of the .  
Olympic hockey round- 
(CP) -- King said: - ' 
" It 's probably iike a 
college football' team 
playing against Lo.~ Angeles 
Raiders. These ('the Czechs) 
are big, strong .guys' ,~ho. 
already know their trade 
playing against • guys who 
are .  still learning their 
craft.. , : . , . ,  
For the most par t  Team 
Canada met "the challenge 
robin. The wthners also "butcouldn't put the puck in 
carry two points into the the net. 
medal round, giving them SHOT GOES WIDE 
an excellent shot at a gold or "We had our chances, but 
silver medat, it was just one of those, 
Canada. finished second games," said P.at Fiatley, 
I~nada. In ! the 'first'period 
he hit.the post when he tried 
to tip in a centring'-pass 
from Kirk Muller. And late" 
in" the second, he in- 
tercepted a pass by Czech 
defenceman Arnold Kadiec 
and. sped away.  On a 
breakaway. With a hustling 
Kadiec angling him off, 
Donnelly missed thz net 
with a weak backhander, 
Vladimig Caldr, Igor 
Liba, Radoslav Svobods 
and Vladimir 'Ruzsicka 
scored for the.Czechs, who 
led 1-0 after the first neriod 
and 2-O after 40 minutes. 
Caldr rammed in a shot 
from the edge of the crease 
at 17:16 of the first period 
after he took a •pass from 
centre Duschan Paschek 
'who did all the digging on 
the play~ 
Liba .fired a wrist shot 
from the high slot that beat 
goaltender Marie Gesselin 
low to the stick side. 
Svoboda's slapshot goal 
solidified the Czech lead and 
Ruzsicka left no doubt when 
he was left unchecked in 
front of the net and out- 
duelled Gosselin at 14:08. 
The.- Czechs have been 
favorably compared with 
the Soviets and King said a 
big reason is they've been 
together for several years. 
"It looks like, even though 
we have two games left, 
that we're in good shape," 
said Czechoslovak coach 
Ludek Buknc. 
"Immediately after the 
Olympics in Lake Placid we 
built a new team, 
"We changed our per- 
sonnel and started as a very 
y.oung team~ We played in 
severar world chore- 
pion'ships, in the Canada 
Cup and in Izyestla so we 
have good experience.".. 
WINTER OLYMPICS 
(All times lIST) - ,, 
Medal GroUp 
OWL T P A P 
Soviet Union 
I 10010,12  
Czechoslovakia 
1 100  4 02  
.nad,  oO:oO;O ,o 
Sweden ) ~0 ~' O 
• Friday O lml l  - ' ' ' 
Poland vs, United Sl;otel, 
10:30 a.m. 
Czechoslovakia vs, Swuder~ t ',11 
e.m. 
Finland vs. West Germany, 2 
p.m. 
Canada vs. Soviet Union, 2:30 
P.m.. 
Sunday Games 
Canada vl, swain, 4. a.m. 
Csechoelovakla vk, Soviet Un- 
Ion, 5:30 a,m. 
with a 4-I won-lost mark and who fired wide of the net on 
Orendon 31 21 2 330251 64 
PrAihert 3, ,, 2 3,6 =9, ,, must nowfacetheYov ie t  one excellent first-period_ downhill skiing 
ce,oery =g ,6 0 ,,o ,63 ss team whi'cn whacked chan'e and saw*cZech No medals i n  • .S sk toon 27 28  258 272 S4" 
Winnipeg g ~ o 2at 4t4 to Sweden I0-1 earlier' Wed- goalie Jarnmir Schindel 
Western Oivlllon needay. Canada plays, block another. 
Kemloops 30 19 0 359 260 76 - 
Victoria 2B ~S 0 ~sf ~? s6 Sweden on Sunday in  what " I f  we had seored~,.things., SARAJEVO (CP) --  Bill -~..metasn;ea course was Athans of'trefow--m,..... B.C. the second chance. she New West 21 30. 2 242 293 56 
Portland 26 29 0 ~d ~36 ~2 likely will be the bronze- might have been different Johnson, making good on a 
$oatt~eKetowna • 211343331123525113412974327 medal game. , - .,,.. because once you get b:goal ~ pro-race- promise; :..,today 
.... ,W~nosdsy's Results ....... Asked .. why. ' *'North,: or .: :;two ~i, against:~,ilbese,~ 'i captured . the .. first gold 
soatfto 9 Portland o (aTe' "~ .. American Olympic'fi0cke`y:.' European teams they ten~,~' medal ever.for the United • Rag na 4' Calgary 2 . . . . . .  
Orandon 9 Winnipeg 2 teamsusually fall short of to slack off." " States in the men's downhill 
Today's Games the skill level demonstrated Dave Donnelly had two of' Sasketoon'at Medicine Hdt 
Vlctorle at Kamlon~ by the Czechs and Sovleta~ the best- thanes for 
' ' - 5 p .m, - :  a.m, 
Con't Con't Can't 
~BC News NBC 
News 
The 
Report 
MocNell 
Con't 
Needle 
Secrete 
Genies en 
.-FIRST. 
CHOICE 
First Choice., 
Rocks '~ 
Stray, i 
Cats 
The ". 
-- o r any other •men's Alpine 
event - at the Winter 
Olympics. 
The best Canadian 
placing was •eighth by Steve 
Podborski of Toronto who 
won the bronze medal in this 
'.event four years ago at the 
:Lake Placid, N.Y., Games. 
Todd Brooker of Paris, Ont., 
was' ninth. 
Johnson, 23, of Van. Nuys, 
Calif., is the first American 
made for'him. It contains, placed 25thin 1:48.79 . . . . .  
few "r difficfilt' turns ~"and ,Thropgh, the last ~WO, 
several• long, fiat sections, we{ks ~ rea]!zcd th~.wa~ t..: 
perfect for gliders - sk iers"  my l~in'cl of co~se, but I was 
/. who make good time on the 
flats. And Johnson is one of. 
the best gliders in the world. 
• Sixth out 6f tbe starting 
: gate, Johnson had only the 
fourth fastest intermediate 
.time two-thii'ds of th e way 
'down the course, which' is 
3,006 metres long' with a 
vertical drop of 803 metres. 
He was 44-hundredths of a 
second • slower than 
• Austria's Anton Steiner at 
the second intermediate, 
hoping to be able to tran- 
scend myself and be able to 
ski just that little bit better 
to be able to do well against 
the best skiers who were 
here," said Podborski. 
"It just wasn't a perfect 
run and the time showed it." 
Brooker said he wasn't 
overly confident after a 
mediocre showing in 
Wednesday's training run. 
"The training run we had 
yesterday was really am-' 
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4"ron~dllors~ •.., Cbllt ...... 
skier to win an Olympic 
downhill• He predicted he 
would win after dominating in his tuck. 
training rims• - Johnso'*n was clocked in 
"This is my course. I can one minute, 45.59 seconds. 
: go straight *: faster • than '~ Switzerland's Peter Mueiler 
anybody h~re. I dnn"t want claimed the silver medal in 
: to say I'm .the best in the l:45.86,andSteiner took the 
,world, but: I: won the ~'bronze in 1:45.95. Franz 
Olympics and I deserve the ' Kiammer of Austria, the 
gold medal." 1976 Olympic downhill 
The victory gave the U.S. champion, finished 10th in 
• two Alpine gold medals in 1:47.04. 
"these Games - -  Debbie Switzeriand's Pirmin 
• Armstrong. .  won the ~rbriggen, the World Cup 
wom~n's giant slalom on werall standings leader, 
:.Monday - -  the first t ime was fourth in 1:46.05, and 
but he made up time on the portant because I tried my 
final section by staying low" hardest o win. But because 
that has "happened since Austria's Heimut 
1952. Heofiehner took fifth in 
COURSE SUITED HIM • 1:46.32. 
"" Fi'om the start of dawnhill ONE SECOND BEHIND 
training 12 days .ago, Podborski was one second 
Johnson, who won a World off Johnson's winning time 
Cup downhill last month, with 1:46.59 while Brooker 
insisted the Mount clocked 1:46.64. I ary 
It's R.R,S,P. Decision 
Time Apin 
I f  You  Don ' t  Own . INDUSTRIAL  
GROWTH FUND,  you  s t i l l  don ' t  own 
the  best  RRSP equ i ty  fund in 
Ca.nadal 
I year -up  32.9 
5 years -up  155.1 ,' '~ :' ~'"', ~' 
10 yea#s~up'484.0 '"~*" ..... 
Contributions for 1983 should be made now and 
• transfers from other RRSPs should be made at 
ANYTIME. "' ' " 
For further informstlon on Condo's No.l 
RRSP equitY fund, please complete and return 
th,  couponbelow. 
--All figures through October 31st, 19S3. Dividends ratnveoteU. Offer 
m~ by Prosmctue only. 
mm ~ m me mmmmmlm*mmmmma m m m _- 
P lea  i lmdupto-dste  information on Industrial 
Growlh Fund to .. 
Name 
Add'tess 
Code 
. . .  C. Michael O'Grlan 
PITFI ELD MACKAY ROSS LIMITED .- " 
1995 650 W. Georgia, Vancouver, E.C. VSB 4S2 
. . . . . . . . . . .  112663-4017 (Collect) 
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of. the way that.went, I just 
never really hit a perfect 
line on this course. Today I 
skied probably as well as I 
could ski this course.", 
The race was'originally 
scheduled for last Thur- 
sday, but poor weather 
for~ed a postponement to 
Friday, then to Sunday and 
finally to Thursday, when it 
was finally run under 
mostly sunny skies. 
Swiss teenager Michela 
Figini shot to stardom today 
when she won the women's 
downhill ski race to become 
the youngest Olympic 
Alpine champion• 
Figini, 17, whose first 
World Cup victory came in a 
downhill only two weeks 
before the Winter Games 
opened, covered the course 
on Mount Jahorina in one 
minute 13;36 . seconds. 
Teammate Maria Walliser, 
who survived a near- 
disastrous lip coming out 
of the starting ate, handled 
the 1,965-metre course in, 
l: 13,41. ~' 
Czechoslovakian ~ Olga 
Charvatoval. Prevente(~ a 
Swiss sweep of the ~medals 
by edgmg out ,~ane Ehrat 
for the' bro~nze.. 
Gerry /so~ensen of 
Kimberley, B,C~, given a 
reprieve wednesday ~'hen 
the race was~ rescheduled 
today after she had legit a 
ski, couldn't eapitaltz~ on 
.finished in a tie fo~',six[h 
wit~ Marina Kiehl Of .west " 
c,~r~nyii-:,:both Ciock~n.g ~ ~. 
1:14.30, nearly a full aecd~l~l '  
behind Figini. 
"My run wasn't as g0o(i 
as I hoped," said Sorensen, 
who had finished second it0' 
Figini in one of the training 
runs and has a World Cup 
victory to her credit this " 
season. "I had a little 
trouble on top - -  it wasn't as 
smooth as.l  wanted." 
DID HER BEST 
"The course felt faster on 
top, but there was just, a 
little bit of loose snow on the 
bottom, so you had to stay 
right in the track,'~ added 
the 1962 world downhill 
champion. "I'm dlsap. 
polnted, for sure, but I tried 
my, best and that's all that 
cotints." 
Laurie Graham: . of 
Inglewood, Ont., was l lth in 
the field of 32 with a time of 
1:14.92. Liisa Savijarvi of 
Bracebridge, Ont., was 18th 
in 1:t5.32 and I~aran 
Stemmle of Kettleby, Ont., 
22nd'in 1:15.64. . •. 
"I lost it on the bottom," 
Graham said. "In one t~ n, I 
got'a little l ightand] J0s t  
contact with the snow and 
that must have cost me 
some time. 
"But I was happy with tlle 
way I skied the top ,~ I  
really attacked. I 'm a little 
disappointed because r Was 
hoping for the top 1o and 4 
finished l lth." 
Figini said her gold- 
medal finish waa beyond 
her wildest, dreams. 
"I wanted a medal,bUt 
gold is more than I ex- 
I~eCted," she said. : "The 
course was very good, the 
race very fast and ,the 
results perfect." 
Asked to describe her 
skiing ~ style, ' Flgini 
sUggested "maybe I' am' a 
natural skier" ~,  I don't 
worrytoo much," .~, 
• The race, twice delayed 
by the bad'weathe.r that has 
plagued the Alpine events, 
went exactly as had the 
training, ,Betwee/1 • them; 
, Figini and Wallber hadw0h 
four of the five training 
runs, with the other golug to 
Ciuirvatova; 21, 
Wail i~r's u l iponlya few 
metres outof  ~th(~ ~ Starting 
gale may have been plvotai~ 
Her right ski flew out from 
under her j,ust asshe"  
dropped into - aft 
aerodynamic tuck and she 
• lost her balance, for a 
moment, 
v :  ' - -  I 7 ~" . . . . . . . .  r . . . .  ~ . * 
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enshed ..... fo Dallas ,,wan r 
' •i~idlas .. coach" .D I~k '  put.."this g~ime in our ~ " Agu l r re ,who had 33 ' .  
• .~.t ta  will never,, forget .' ,' memory banks.and us~ it points, had to Sweat it out. 
~!~',i~.i ~0th : " .National , later;; . " ' , • • ~. ~ from the bench '. ' ' ' ." 
"Bd~lCetball Association ' Dallas had lost in s ix  Brad Davis, Ro]andn 
victory..It was the most previous meetings, With ••. i Blaekman and ':.' Pal" : 
NANAIMO, B.C. (CP) . -  
Nanaimo Clippers scored 
five•goals in the first period 
on ~e way to a 6-2 win over 
Cowichan. Vap!tals in the 
only B.C. Jun ior  Hockey 
League. game "Wednesday 
night. 
cherished in the the 7Bars - -  !ncluding an ;. Cummings made crucial 
Mavericks' short three, overtime defeat here last~ free throws in the final, 
year history, year. t i. / , _  minute of the second 
They  iblew a 14-point " • ; 'overtime. 
fourth-quarter lead yet The 7Bars; losin~ their :' v 
won 119-116 over eighthgame In !1 outings, Blaekman finished with 
Philadelphia 7Bars in had.to p lay  once again • 26 . points . for : .the 
' ~ Mavericks while Andrew 
'i:dOtibleovertime without without. Moses Malone, !Toney. had  29 •for the 
~e"the[r star Mark Agulrre, whohas' aspralned ankle. 
rA~ " 
• . wlio had fouled out., Julius Erving also : "7Bars . . . . .  
"; "The atmosphere was fouled out early in the * In other NBAgames, it 
almo.stplay0fftype,"said second double overtime:- was .San.Antonio • Spurs 
~Motta. "It was a sellout .. Motta •said: ':There 114'New Jersey Nets 108; 
"~a/~d.~ve w re playing the .. were probably 17,000 fans Cleveland Cavaliers 104 
~vorld champions. ', in the stands who thought Ph~nix Suns ' 90; 
~"; "The win'couldn't have we were through when.we M!lwaukee Bucks 107 
• ' " :In(i[ana Pacers.91; and " ~'come against a better g~t behind and Agulrro . - 
club. ThiS win should help fouled out (in the" first Seattle SuperSonies 116 
:.:. the franchise. I.hope we overtime)." Washington Bullets "99. 
• I 
I ' I 
,.[:i . . . . .  
BCJH Ro " . . ,  .. L undup 
I " I 
Nanaimoled 5-1at he end Rob Montgomery' and 
of the first period and 6-1.at Dave • Milan scored for 
the end ef the second. Cowichan. 
Dhrrel Peterson scored 
two goals to lead the Clip. Norm• Wright •blocked 38 
pars. Bill Hardy, Dale shots in the Cowichan goal 
Brlsco, Kent Lewis and Len while.Ken Trousdell stopped 
Evans added singles. 17 for Nanalmo. ' 
m 
i i 
T.xnsactlona 
I 
BASEBALL 
American League 
Boston Red Sox sign abartstoP 
Glanq HoHman, third baseman Wade 
Bogus; 
outfielder BUS Burgess and pitchers 
AI" Nipper, Dennis Burtt and Brian 
BonnieR, pitchers. 
• Chicago White Sox eend pitcher 
Jerry goosman to Philadelphia 
Phlllles as the player to de named 
later for pitcher Ran Reed; sign 
first baseman Greg Walker. 
Milwaukee Brewers sign pitchers 
To Candlottt and Jalme Cocanower. 
National League 
Chicago Cubs sign outflslder'Gary 
Woods, 
San Francisco Glints extend 
coati'act of manager Frank Rol~nso 
for ~. two 
CBA players 
just love game 
Devalue'the U.S. dollar by week. 
about 25 per cent and you've It's basketball's bargain 
got the value of the basement: 
Canadian dollar. Devalue I II 
the National Basketball 
Asse¢iation by the same N B A  
amount and you're left with 
TOronto Tornados of the St  din9 
Continental Basketball (~n 8 
Association. 
Just as team 'owner Ted EASTERN CONFERENCE 
yeat~.~,. Stepien of Cleveland settled At lant i c  Division W L Pet. OBL 
FOOTBALL for this CBA franchise after Boston 39 12 .765 - -  
' " 1 Philadelphia 32 19 .627 • 7V= 
N~ade lpN la  E ig) l l  sign quer- failing to bring an NBA New York 31 19 .620 
Setback Ron'Gaynor, running back. team to Camide's largest New Jersey 26 27 .491 14 
,wupq, ' . . . .  •" . . . .  ' " city~ , th~ ' , * ! l ) la~ ':~ in Washltl"gt°n' 24 28 .462 ,5~ 
"ro'l~rt, offenslve"guurd LynnSrd' 
Gr~m;;~and' efans|qq'llnsM&h:l't~d". ' , -,, ; 'P~ . : . ,  .(,.~.~ .;., ~ . .  , " : " Centl'M, p !v l i i on .  ; b~sketball s *minor. league M,w~uk~a • .'.~o =~.:.s. = 
E~aOS, • are t~ldng w"a"n~., me;;y can - Detroit ~16 22 .$60  2 usi~L" Atlanta 28 25 .538 
Michigan Panthers cut punter Don get. Chicago 21 "28 .429 7 
Bracken. Cleveland 20 31 ,|92 9 
Nk~ Orleans Breakers cut rurmblg- "I WESTERN CONFERENCE ba(~1~oncho James and wide love the game.'; The Indiana 14 36 .230 i4s/~ 
receivers words flow. as :though 0tab Midwest Division 
OW~iyne Strozisr and Jerry Men. 32 19 .621 - -  
tgomary; acqulreguer(~PeterSPeros programmed, from the Dallas .28 25 .52g" S 
f rom"  players and coach Gerald San Antonio 24 3.0 .444 9'~a 
PhI, LldelphleStarsforadrsftcholca. , • Kansas City 21 30 .412 I I  
Oklahoma Outlaws acquire running Oliverwhen asked why they Denver 2o 3~ •.3as 13,~ 
b ~:K Kerwln Bell off walvars from 20 32 .3aS t21~ 
Los',Angelas Express, and quer. put up with 2,000.kilometre. H°ostOnpacifl c Division 
fatback-punter Cliff Olender and road trips in eran~ped vans, Los Angeles 33 17 .660 -- 
wlde ' ~ _ __ .~ . ; __ , _  Portland 32 21 .604 2V: 
receiver Larry Mccrlmmon off change-rooms maczoo~ like Seattle 21 23 .540 6 
w ;verb from Mich igan  Panthers ;  Turkish jail ceUs and take- Phoenix 33 29 .442 11 
trade Golden State 23 30 ;434 "IP~ 
running back Jame Tolbert to home pay of about $25o a San Diego IT. ,35.327 17 
Memphis "Showboats to complete 1 
trade* ,: for 
11ne~ackar Dewey McCieln; place 
.defenslve back Ernie Cerswell on 
walversf sign tackle Jeff Hart. 
• P. ttsburgh Maulers cut cornerback 
DOC' Holllday. 
Washington Federals cut wide 
rece vet Barry Talllvar; sign wide 
receiver Wa tar Tullls. 
SOCCER " 
NASL 
San~ Diego SackEr " purchne 
mldflelder Gerry O'Kena from 
Co era lne  o f  
the Irish Soccer League for an un- 
disclosed amount of cash, 
_ .  Boston ,:", Brufi)S':": ~)~ich'~:" 
Gerry ~eevers gave i i tt le.  
cre,:lit: S  l res for won't; 
up our confidence,'; said i~y  .Bourque and Terry Xevin Mcclelland and 'Jari his first game since eomin~ 
Mike Foligno, who scored in O'Reilly had singles. Kurri, who returned' after to St. Louis in a trade last .  
the first period for the 
Sabres. - - Oilers ~ Jets 4 
Wayne GretzkY scored 
credit to •Buffalo Sabres, 
who edged ahead in':this 
sb..ason's series with their 
Adams Division rivals with In other games it was 
a 7-4 National HOckey 'New York Rangers 3 New 
-League victory Wednesday YBrk Islanders.2, St. Louis 
" I . , , Blues 4 DetroitRed Wings 3, 
night, . 
. . . . .  , . . :Minnesota North Stars 3 
Toronto Maple Leafs 1, 
"Our intelligence level: Chicago Black Hawks 5 
was abeut:the same:as the Quebec Nordiques 2, and 
speed limit i 'na  hospital; Edmonton. Oilers 7 Win- 
Zone,"* said Cheevers. "We .:nipeg Jets 4.  
had players that didn't e~)ep "" 
Four straight power-play • show up tonight:" 
;. goals broke the game open. 
• The Sabres and the Bruins !. Buffalo. scored . three Of 
are first a,d second in the them--.gaining four overall 
• division, respectivelyf and ~:in the game. 
the win gave the Sabres a 4- 
~ 3 edge in games against he::'i ~ Real Cloutier. had two of 
Brulns this season and a : 'Buffalo's power-play goals 
five-point lead. and teammate Claude 
Verret scored his first NHL 
The Brulns elimifiated g0al on the power play., 
Buffalo from stanley Cup ., 
competition the last •two.. SeaR. McKenna and Larry 
seasons and the importance : p layfair and Gilbert 
of beating them nowwas not Perreault also scored for 
lost on one Sabre. ' . B.ifffalo. Craig MacTavish 
" "We have to win to build ;scored twice for Boston and 
two goals, and added a pair 
of assists as he returned to 
the lineup to help Edmonton 
snapped its five-game 
losing streak. 
Gretzky's first goal.was 
his llth short-handed effort 
"of the season, breaking a 
record he shared with 
Marcel Dionne of Los 
Angeles Kings.  
Gretzky, who now has 63 
goals and 157 points on the 
season, had missed 
Edmonton's last six games 
with a bruised shoulder. 
While. he  was gone, the 
Oilers won only one game: 
Earlier, Mark Messier 
had scored the Oilers' 26th 
short-handed goal of the 
season, breaking a NHL 
record set by Boston Bruins 
"in 1970-71. 
Paul-Coffey, with two, 
missing 16 of his last 17 
games, also scored for the 
Oilers. Coffey leads NHL 
defencemen with 29 goals. 
Lucien DeBlois, Paul 
MacLean, Dale Hawerchuk 
and Scott Arniel replied for 
the Jets, who have lost'all 
six games against the Oilers 
this season. 
Rangers :! Islanders 2 
Nick Fotiu's goal broke a 
2-2 tie at 18:08 of the third 
period and enabled the 
Rangers to regain sole 
possessionof • irst place in 
the Patrick Division .by two 
points. Mike Allison, and 
Ran Greschner also scored 
for the Rangers. Brant 
Sutter got beth Islander* 
goals. Mike Bossy was back 
with the lslanUers, but saw 
limited actib n after missing 
six games with an injured 
right knee. 
Blues 4 Red Wings :! 
Dave Pichette, playing 
week, assisted on every goa~L: 
for the Blues. The second:" 
place Blues raised their 
record to 23-29-6 in the 
Norris Division while the 
Red Wings remained last in 
the division at 20-32-7. Guy 
Choulnard, Doug Gi lmour,  
Joe Mullen and Brian Sutter 
scored for St. Louis. Steve. 
Yzerman, Bob Manno and ~' 
Ivan Boldirev replied for'~ 
Detroit. 
Black Hawks 5 Nordiques 2"  
Denis Savard scoredl • 
twice as Chicago snapped a" 
five-game winless streak. 
Tom McMurchy, To~" 
Lysiak and •Bill Gardner" 
added to the Chicago attack: 
Marie Marois and Riclc: 
LoPointe scored foi:' 
Quebec. ":; 
North' Stars 3 Leafs I """ 
Veteran centre Denni~ 
Maruk scored two power "~_ 
play goals .as Minnesot/F 
ended Toronto's four-gam'~: 
winning streak. '"' 
CFL rejects single point r change 
TORONTO (CPY-- Jake 
Ga'udaur isn't giving.any 
hints about who may suc- 
ceed him this year as 
commissioner of the 
Canadian Football League. 
The burly, 62-year-old 
commissioner was quick on 
his feet Wednesday as the 
three-day annual meetings 
came to an end, and he told 
reporters he could be 
~round for a ,few more 
months. 
Gaudaur exhibited his 
usual deftness at fielding 
questions . regarding his 
selection committee would candidates might be con- 
future and hissuccessor by 
be in a position to name a 
new commissioner before 
the start of the 1984 season. 
,"That will allow me two. 
full seasons to work in a 
consulting capacity for the 
league." 
Gaudaur, who has set 
Dec. 31, 1985, as his 
retirement date, says he 
wants  someone to fill his 
shoes as soon as possible. 
He declined to say 
,whether the committee is 
considering one person or a 
list of candidates, or even if 
between ow and the start 
sidered. 
"You can't, rule out 
anything," he said. "But I 
think you could conclude 
that they'(the committee) 
aren't considering 50 
people. 
"If thai'were thB case, 
then I wouldn't be sitting 
here telling you I 'was 
confident he league would 
• be in a position to name a 
new cominissioner in ad- 
vance of the 1984 season." 
The opening date thi~[ 
year -- June 29 -- is the 
assuring everyone that the of the 1934 season other earliest opening in CFL 
Sport Shorts 
• NEW YORK (AP) -. 
Lonnie Shelton,of ,.Cleveland~: 
CavaUers ~ was 'suspended:" 
for" two games and Buck 
Williams of. New Jersey 
Nets for one Wednesday as 
a result of their second 
altercation, of the National 
Basketball Association 
season. 
.Neither player will be 
paid for the games missed 
and 'each also was fined 
$2,500. 
The two clashed twice 
Tuesday night in' a game at .Robinson, going into. his' 
Richfield,,Ohio nce in.the.: fotlrth season as manager of 
first l~riodiand~again,in the ',~ the',,,,;~National, League. 
thii'd. ~ ~ ~ :.r,.,," ,.-':..*,';I basebail,club,..was under a 
Last Nov. 2. Shelton was contract which ran through, 
fined $2,500 for throwing a 
punch'at Williams during a 
game the previous night. 
SAN FRANCISCO tAP) 
--  Frank Robinson received 
added job, security -Wed- 
nesday, a two-year ex- 
tefisian of his: contract as 
San Francisco Giants' 
manager. 
1984. 
"Last fall, I said i planned 
to extend Frank's contract 
one year," said Giants 
owner Bob Lurie. "I'm not 
doing that, though. 
"I'm extending it two 
~,ears, through 1986/" 
The team opens its spring 
ti'aining camp next week in 
Scottsdale. Ariz. 
history. 
POINT STAYS " 
The only significant 
• business at the end of .the 
three-day annual meetings 
had the CFL governors 
reject a rules committee 
• proposal that would have 
eliminated the single, poet 
from missed field goals by 
ruling the ball dead in the 
end zone: 
:x; ~. 
Gpudaur denied it was a 
vote of non-confidence in the 
rules committee. He said 
that since the ,committee 
voted on the issue earlier 
this year, there had been a 
great  deal of discussion by 
Winnipeg general 
manager Paul Robsonsaid::~ 
"I know this action will be;: 
viewed by some as being',.~ 
divisive, but let me assure:: 
you that's not the case. The. " 
coaches weren't certain~ 
they even liked the change 
as proposed by the rules 
committee." • 
Five other minor rule i 
changes, intended to ~:. 
standardize xisting rules, :~ 
weie approved by the ~, 
governors• 1 L"  
One eliminates the 'use of i 
a raised flag during the final 
minute of play in each 
quarter, except when the i! 
stadium clock isn't working '~' 
players, coaches, general . propel:Iv• 
managers and owners. 
' F .  
"It's not the first time the',. 
board Of governors has used 
its veto pov~er to overrule a
rules committee proposal," 
,Gaudaur said. •"It's ~hap- 
pened at,,least~ tw~ce,bb~re 
that I ~k[lbW" ~T;'~l[hdu~h'~r  
can't for the life o f  ,me 
remember for what 
reasons. 
"It hapl)ened once during- 
my term in office and once 
before in the last 30 years 
that I've been a member of" 
the rules committee." 
. The  ' governors  a l so  
outlawed "chop block '• 
tackles --  striking the ball 
carrier below the waist 
when he's already engaged 
in, being ~tackled above the 
w~ist by,~a, teamrnate~ ~ 
| ~ :l?~'i~'*".~.':" ~~:.~" ~. -  
~"If V~as always in the rule 
~okl  hut the amendment 
took any of the vagueness 
out of the rule," said Greg:: 
Fulton,- CFL secretary-.: 
treasurer•"It was inserted : 
as a safety factor to ensure i 
the ball carrier is not in-.., 
jured unnecessarily." 
i~$10.00  IN  COUPONS.  
IHAVE YOU USED • YOURS. 
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Get your hands on 
s W V /estern 
i 
NHL I 
Stcmdin98 I 
Wales Conterence 
Patrick Division 
WL T F A P 
Rangers 33 18 8 238 221 74 
Islanders 35 22 2 25S 208 72 
Washington 33 21 4 224 t75 70 
Phlla 29 18 9 2as 204 67 
Plttkburgh 12 40 S 178 260 29 
New Jersey 12 41 5 162 244 29 
Adams Dlvlelan 
Buffalo • 37 16 6 240 193 80 
Boston 36 19 3 35S 191 75 
• Quebec 30 22 6 263 205 66 
MoBti'eal ' 28 27 5 230 219 61 
Hartford 19 30 8 205 236 46 
~/;¢ampbell Conference 
Norris Dlviaion 
Mlnneaote 30 23 5 259 253 65 
St, 'Loule ~ 23 29 o 209 230 52 
Chicago 22 31 7 205 225 St 
Taro'neD • 21 32 6 224 281 48 
Detrdlt 20 32 1 215 251 47 
Smythl Division 
Edrn'~nton 40 14 5 327'247 85 
CalBdry 24 21 I1 213 22/ 59 !-:~ 
Winnipeg .20 26 10 ]44 269 50 
Vancouver 23 33 6 233 249 5b ~" 
' LolLs;Angeles 17 29 12 23~ 268 4 
. Wednesday Relults 
~ Buffalo 7' Boston ;4 
NY Range~ 3 NY  Islanders 2 
St. Louis 4 Detroit 3 
, MId~bsote 3 Toronto ! 
:.' Chlcsgo "5 Quebec | - " 
" Edmonton 1 W nnlpeg- 4 
• :':' "Tonight's Oumse ~' ;':' * 
i~ Hartford at New Jersey. ~ : , / :  
rl St," LOUIS at Pltlladdl'phla 
.~ Pittsburgh at Calge¢/, ~ "~" '~ 
' W~s~ ngtgn at Loe .Angeles 
J Frldsy Dumas ' ~'*" 
Mlnhes0ta at Buffalo i: " 
,it Quebec et Winnipeg , , 
BOS~0n at Edmonton 
-; P i ttsburgh ot Vancouver' 
/ j  Nb'tional Hockey League sc6r. 
~,l Inn lenders after gnmea 
: t  Wednesday night: • A P 
• i Gret~ky,~ Edm 63 94 157 
: !l Kurr.i, Edm 40 49 IN 
GoulI~;.;~QUa 42 43 85 
~me~kS~sstny ,  QUa 29 55' 84 
~ l S y ,  'NY I  311 45 83 
~i~ ~fgY i " :  Edm 29 $1 Ill 
~ i  ~ , '~r l0n ,  Bos 23 56 19 
~j * ~rus. I I ,  suf .3 t , . .  : .  
]!~' Ward .  ChJ 31 43 76 
L:i k~:l~rko, StL 29 46 1S 
I 
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• . . ,  " , ' O l " " , . . .  . . . . . .  . " ' " "  ~.~. . . " rlglnal de.as make a big bit " ':~ l$Seer ' ~ Peter ' 7 Moretender 25 Everything~i 
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private. Lat~ryou face in ter -  42 43' ~ 44 45 ~ ,  47 . . !I 
BROOM-HILDA •.  by Russell Myers talentsruptionS'today.EXercise creative 5o " , ~51 . ~ ,52. ~3 ! ' i i ;  ~[ 
(Oct 23 toNov. 21) ~1~ 64 " 5s 
"Vlsit~ with friend~ are 5o ~g1~57 
stimulating, but keep cosLq .. .. 
down. You'll come up with 
new decorating ideas.. In- 
vestigate home computers. 
SAGrlTARIUS ~#~ CRYPT~UIP 7-3~ '
(Nov, 22 to Dee. ~I) 
Career developments are in ' JMSUHLT 'F  SYFV CMJY  LHVT JM IMVHY 
your favor, but don't push 
your luck with extravagant FU'YV, CYL CQE HE VKT FQE:  VKT IMU ' 
demands. Unexpected news - 
. plea~esyoa. vO~f l  ~ . ~... ;WAP~AW~RCU~I" .Yesterd~y e.Cry 1,1o lUlp: 0URTOUCHI~G WEDDING.II~/, -~ 
1~)~.~[~.  i i "~gr r  I
.... " (Dee;22 teJan. 19) . . . .  . :  "Teda~'" ~ C ~4jpt0quip clae: V eqnab T . .  .~ . . .  
" Though travel is favored, 'l'he Cryptoqulp Is a simple substitution cipher in which eael~ ' ! there may be son~ last- 
the  AMAZING SPIDERMAN by Star t  Lee  minute expenditures. You'll ~Rer __used^stands for ~.other. ~ you Udnk that X equals O, ~.! 
t " ~ '~ . receive ncouragement to go w...~ ~ u  ..mr. ougnom me puzzle. Single letters, short wor~, 
/- IF 17~LL¥ P~LAYe~ ' ~'~ He'# LO~IN" HIS1 ~ ~,l~ OH#,~CI~IV ~A~'~/IV J'/I//.... ~ He~ NOTHIN~'LL "~.:J"He k.A~T ''~ ahead withan ides. a~u,, worm us.~ an apostrophe can give you clues to loeatln~ 
h~I~gHI~,~FORITEAI~,A 5LIC,K..eR,,y HE~R.~j~_ } COOLC:.~A.~_,I~ ! / BETT~RI .  ~11 ~ Vb lLA! -THe V INO "~ WHER~ WILL ~r. -~TOPI,LL I~VI~NIJ'~ NOW~koW/! ~ I~I~-T/~I~OF TH  AQUA]P JUS  ~_ ~"~ - "vowels. . . . . .  So!quen Is accomplished by t r ia l  and  er ror ,  l ~ l' 
A WAP ON INFOOR J ~ND~R~I  (Jan. 20 toFeb. 18) ,.- " L- . - 
A~Le TO TALK IWHeeL.~.~ ~ ~ ~ . , , ~ . 1  Eccentric friends prove - - " ~, 
i helpful personally, • ~e~e / ~Tk>EET~ YA~E i~  but avoid. . • 
wild-eyed business chem~. 
• ~ Do fu~,~er research about.an . .  i. : " 
~ii ~! investment. " 'HEATHCL IFF  
P]SC~ • ~,~,  , . _ ~_ 
~ ' ~ , ! ~ "  (Feb.19toMar.20) " '~ .  " ~~'o  - - - -  - - oo  ' 
I ,  ~ ~  By an •m~ so~lallze to; '"( '  ~ o:  ' o O o ° 
,day.l yOU maY be |nt~OduCedtO i I | ]  . '  o ' o 
;~ someone special. Pr ivate.  | ;~ ' O l O 0 ' O ' O ~ ,  
I~ business chats br ing .~r .  ' - . |  ~ . ' .  o °°  o 
versatile and .pi'actical.. You,' !. ' l - .'' :, :',l|i-i':k~,,,~"~i~,~....¢ '.. ~ 
have natural abilities in the " ' - ~ |C ~k"~ ~. ~ ~,°  ~ I I /~  
B.C. by  Johnny  Hart" fields of management and l . "  . '  l " ' " I ~ ~  ' ~ ~. 
banking/thoughyou're ~t n . ,, l ~l~ I , [ ~ ;  ~ (~ / 
inclined to an mt~c"or  pro- ' .. •~ l "  l' d " I  " ~ ' [ l ~ ~ 
fessional • career. La@,  , . "l ~ ] : f ,l l,:" ": ' . . .  ' I~AI[~I~G OF T~E LAGI- YAK * . A CU'I'~ NI(..,,KNAA~F-.. ~ medicine, writing,.acting and ' ~ - __ , J' - 
HF_~I~ Y 'oU I~C-~A/~'~ gov~rmnen~ servlce are some • " -- 
• strive to do your own thing; • ° - 
. ' . ,,~/.l you'll rise to a petition of '. 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ , . ~  " humanitarianleadership'Y°u'have'str°ng"leanings nndl:,' : ~ :"' : ' ~  T '  ~ l .  ~ 
I I I / _~HE~ K \ \  wo~d like to make a con~bu- = ": ..... " ' " "~ 
FOR B~-TT~-R or  FOR WORS~.  by  lynn  Johnston  ~ a ~ e t ~  ' " 
I HIeHREI. LOVE5,  I' [ _ ,  ~--~..~~  I ' l ~ :,~  : l l '  : I I  1 Please reconsider your ' l 
• ' " • ':; " ' ;~" : :~ '  .'.' '" .'" ad ceto"Mlffed. 
IF ~ ~. ~ ~- - I  I I' ~ ~ l- I  ' " .  :. ~ : .  who was resentful be-, 
It . . "  #A ~Z"~i~l~% I, I , '  ~ I • 1 ~ l ~r " ' :; ' ' l Ca~ her huM~d's cMF , 
I~IA"'~ ~ ~lOh~g • I I f , t l i  ~ ~ ' l '  . ' " q " dren wanted photo- . 
K ~ I A ~ ' I ] ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ I ' ' ' l l'' . '"  l l: ~" ' was  exc luded .  You fe l t  -' 
I ~ i  r~. • ~ l  r ~ ~ ~ l  . ,.~;~, least a dozen of each who 
L J  ~ ~ ~ would be ha ~ if the " ' 
• ' ~"' :/' . ;i:.. ond wives do not eare for 
the  WIZARD of ID by  Brant  Parker  and  JOhnny Ha'~t I: " mostfl~elr etepeldkll~enetel~- Idren;land .nave 
. . .•  . .. "-~ew~tUe me for tbe N°. 
. , . o 
- • ~ . ~ '  ' l~at'S file, so whY not 
• " admit It? - -  Voice Of Ex- 
' TO "tltBNIP~A6~j] ~ ~ l ~ ?  9 ~ r ' , Let ' ssayaomest?p  
k~ ) "~' r ~k~ ~;lf~PI,A~e " ' . . ' ; '  ," ,;' : b~ l t  thereure 'exeept lons . .  
" , , ' is not  good, I recommend 
" ' ,' that  both s ides  make  an //~b! ,/ AI~ N ~ . . . . . . .  ' . ' per cent, th,t ' ,  ~0 per. .  : , . .  [ 
. . . . . .  kent  r lght"  there ' - -  and  " ' ' . . . I  "~ . 
• ' " ' : ~,ou lon- . z  yOU f ind  yourse l f  a n ice  i ~ _  _, . / ~ ; ; ~  , "  the  r i f t  fs more  than hs] l  
~e~od" ~";' "" 'boyfriend from this" planet?" 
• • . ,~  . . . . .  .. . . .  
. .  . . ~ ~. . . .  '. : ~'}: . . . . . .  
" " " ' / ' ; . " :~: ' . ; ' i  ' : . .~i';. ~, " ;~'~'~ '  ~", '~: '". ~ "~: ~ ~',Z:';,,".:' ". ~'.~'~.~,~:~',~:~" ;~'~. '~/~'~-~/;', ~, : ,;.i.~t/:~; -L~'  : ; ' " 
These are just a few of the 208,000 railroad ties, scheduled 
for replacement on CN Rails B.C. north division, as part of. 
a r~00 million upgrading project commenced In 1981. The 
work is being done In preparafion~for a four-fold increase 
in rait traffic from the northeast B.C;. coal proied and 
grain shipments being transpoi'ted toPr ince Rupert. 
WASHINGTON (CP) -  
The election of the next U.S. 
president •enters another 
phase Monday night when 
Dqmocrats in the western 
farm state oflowa east the 
first votes in the 1984 con. 
test. " !  :' • 
The Iowa votes are the 
first in a series that will be 
cast in various states from 
now till •the' summer= They 
will help eh0ose and commit 
Dem0crat delegates to a 
partyleedership convention 
in July. They will thus 
determine the party's 
nominee " ta challenge 
Republican Ronald 
Reagan's bid for re.election 
in the national presidential 
electlgn Nov. 6. 
Democrats cast f rat ballots: Monday 
support the re-election Of 
Reagan. The president will 
speak to rallies in the state 
capital of Des Moines and in 
Waterloo to the northeast, 
distracting some attention. 
from the Democrat:'shows. 
In the last'.pres'idential ~ 
contest in 1980 candidate 
Reagan all but ignored 
Iowa. He ran second to 
George Bush in the Iowa 
caucuses, but boomed back 
• in subsequent nominating 
contests and Won the White 
House in the presidential 
election, with Bush as ~is 
,)ice-presidential running 
mate. 
Iowa's importance in the 
complex and protracted 
buttonhole campaigning by 
candidates permitted by 
law and afederal matching- 
fund scheme, financed by 
the national taxpayers, to 
spend almost $650,000 each 
promoting themselves in 
the state preliminaries. 
New Hampshire, next in 
the nominating lineup with 
so-called primary elections 
eight days. after' Iowa's 
caucus votes, is even~ less 
telling in terms Of providing 
party nominating votes. 
But New Hampshire is 
nevertheless regarded by 
candidates and pundits as 
• more important in terms of 
building a winning 
momentUm --  and band- 
U.S. political process is wagon support in television 
Convening at, 2,497 more symbolic ~un real. coverage, future votes, 
separate..' '.party, ':caucus~. Whffe : ~!~'I~'~a ii-~hi,~dS;"'~Fp.~p.follower, aides ~and' 
eetings -- as small as a . statt~lc~iyi~o~gh|y, in t~  dollarcontributlons:--.in its. 
couple 'in a f~irmhouse '~iddie~f"the" United States poll-by-poll party •primary 
kitchen andas big as a few -- 25th among 50 states in • elections cheduled Feb. 28. 
area, 27th in population -- GAINS PUSH score people in city 
precincts-- perhaps t00,000 its importance is its position 
Iowans in all will indirectl~ as first in the party 
express their preferences nominating proced0res. 
among eight candidates. SENDS FEW .. 
seeking nomination as the The state sends only 58 of  
Democratic party the 3,933 voting delegates to 
challenger, the Democrat leadership 
Walter Mondale, the convention in July. 'The  
former U.S. vice-president caucus polls Monday are 
who has been campaigning really to pick delegates for 
for three Years, is favored to 99 county conventions in 
win the first suth Democrat April. The county meetings 
nominating contest in the will choose delegates to a 
state-by-state series that later state convention, 
runs to June 5. which will elect Iowa's 
Barring upsets, advance Voting delegates to the 
polls rate the also-rans as Democrat national con- 
U.S. senators John Glenn of vention in July. 
Ohio, Alan Cranston of But Monday's votes will 
California, Gary Hart of select delegates who are 
Colorado and Ernest generally committed tovote 
Hollings of South Carolina; in turn for one of the 
black-rights activist Jesse national presidential 
Jackson of Georgia; former candidates. In effect, they 
Florida governor ReubEn will be voting indirectlyfor 
Askew, and former a presidential candidate 
presidential~ candidate and the results will be 
George McGovern of South portrayed publicly that 
Dakota way 
PLAN RALLIES. Iowa voters have been 
Republican's. in Iowa will besieged for months by 
caucus on Monday, too, but multimillion-dollar adve- 
only in pep-rally rituals to rt!sing, telephone and 
The candidate " who 
captures one or both of Iowa 
.and New Hampshire is 
considered to have per- 
suaded party and ether 
political interest groups of. 
organizational nd Winning 
skills. That, in turn, is 
purported to attract support 
and money that would iieip 
push the leader to a string of 
victories in subsequent 
state nominating contests. 
The testa pile up quickly 
in March, climaxed, on so- 
called Sul~er Tuesday, 
that rule, arguing for Local Stock ABLE ELECTRIC survival of any candidate MITH who gets at least tO per ~ent i 
of a state's, support." Iowa ' ~'~ 
organizers say they fare -' 
March.13, when•13 contests.: applying a compromise of " A c0mplele llne of Janitorial. Supplies for Motel, ELECTRIC & REFRIGERATION 
are scheduled, including ,, 15 per cent. Hotel, Hospital and Industry. COITIrRACTOR " ~ 
key polls in .deep.south, ~ "FREE DELIVERY" . - 
states. Any way it. goes. the Weskly DaliverytoKitimaf CALL 
By then;or at the ]aiest in  nominating process is 635-5876 
the lllinoisprimary a week costly. U.S. federal elec- 635-5501 EMERGENCY NO.  635-9653 
later, the Democrat toral :law permits each 4S3OKEITHAVENUE TERRACE . . 
presidential nominee could ,.candidate for presidential ~ . . 
be effectively decided -- non~inati0n to Spend a"total 
barring, an unexpected-of $24,~-40,000, halfc0vered WARNING 
splintering of party by the federal .treasury. ram, , , ,  m NEW 
loyalties. " .... PREMISES PROTECTED BY MOBILE  HOMES That would mean a That~doosn't co~mt the$6 
confirmed Democrat million available from the PRINCE ~ TERRACE on dlsplsy ln PIne Park 
presidential candidate at federal treasury for each RUPERT ~ J [~ J  I~"  1 ~L~ setup,sklrted, ready tor occupancy :. 
the party leadership and. U.S. party leadership- 
policy convention July .16-19 convention, nor the' ad- 624-2004 638-O241 
OTTAWA (CP) --  The profit.sharing plan proposed by 
Finance.Minister Marc Lalonde on Wednesday as a tonic 
for Canada's ailing productivity rate was greeted by 
management and labor groups with about the same en- 
thusiasm a child musters for cod liver oil. 
While neither group denied the possible merits 'of the 
scheme,.beth expressed reservations about its application. 
"We would want to look at that'pi~,n very.carefully," sai d 
Thomas '¢PAqulno, president of"the~,Business Councll on 
National Issues, a lobby group. .(/!: 
James McCambly, president of the Canadian Federation 
of Labor, said lie is concerned workers will be expected to 
sha~e profits without being privy to company books. 
Lalendeseld employers ,nd employees will receive a 
federal tax:credit on .profits shared under the voluntary 
plan he hoL~@ to have in place by 1985~ • / 
He add~l fl~at the Etnpl0yee Profit-Participation Plan is : 
designed to eomple~ent; not circumvent, collective 
bargaining. In the. pa~t, labor groups have Opposed profit 
.sharing On grounds that Wage increas~ which could have 
~een won' thron~h collective bargaining are lost to prove- 
sharing. 
Canadian management groups have generally supported 
the idea',. 'as long as participation is not mandatory. A 
Commons subcommittee report released in June 1962 was.. 
opposed by business because it recommended mandatory 
plans. '.* : ' :  ,.: 
Lalonde sMd 5e Vmnts to Introduce legislation as soon as 
.~ossible and in(ends to consult immediately with business 
~nd labor groups and the provincial governments, which 
,.Land to lose income-tax revenues due to the scheme. 
~;ETS A MINIMUM " " 
Under the proposal, an employer will share aminimum of 
in San Francisco, Calif. ditional $80-million.plus in
The timetable leaves the federal money for the final 
ELECTRONIC BURGLAR 
ALARM SYSTEMS 
D&D CATERING 
635-9297 
Weddings-Banquets-Parties 
Book now for that Spring 
nr Summer event. 
Windshield & Auto Glass ICBC ~laimS 
Specialists Handled 
- . ~  Promptly 
471tlKEITH ~ 330ENTERPRISE 
" TERRACE ' KITIMAT 
638.1166 632.4741 
For 
Energy Efficient & Affordable. 
3889 Mu l le r  Ave. 635.9418 : 
FOR LEASE 
Commerc ia l  or Warehouse Space 
At  the cornerb f  Keith, Kenney & Pohle 
--three units, 1737 sq. ft. each with store fronts. 
--one unit, 1800 sq. ft. with store front. 
• --one unit, 951 sq. ff.,.wlth 14x14 overhead door. 
Call DAVE ~cKEOWN 
635-7459 
=   UTHERLAND 
43811Qu~t l twnv  PHONE B ILL  
Ter race ,  B .C .  VOG 4P I  638 .11765 
information on running your ad in the business 
directory: call 635,6357 
, - ]  
;l 
i 
q 
Democrat presidential" .presidential election 
nominee, "and the vice- campaigns. 
IO per cent of his profits with all employees over a given 
year. A labor-management committee will docide on an 
acceptable d finition of profits and how they will be shared. 
The employer can't set an upper or lower limit on the 
amount of money he will put into the plan. If the'committee 
agrees I0 per cent of profits must be allocated, tl~e ra- 
player must comply~ even if profits exceeded expectationa. 
Lalonde said the lO-por-cent total is only a minimum and 
the company can choose to share morel "Most effective 
profit~haring plans currently in existence allocate more 
than I0 per cent of profits," he noted in background papers 
accompanying the budget. 
The labor-management committee will decide, how to 
distribute profits but Lalonde stipulated they must be paid 
out ~vflhin 120 days of year end and top e(npl0yeea.-- defined 
as those who earn more than $60~000, own more than I0 per 
cent of the eompany~ o  do not deal at arms length with the 
employer --cannot receive more than 20 per cent. 
TheTederar. tax incentive will be split between the em- 
ployer and the employee, with each getting a federal tax 
credlt~equal t0 four per cent of shared profits up to a 
maximum of $600. Because provincial Income tax Is a 
proportion of federal tax, the employee's provincial tax will 
be x~duced by an amount equal to aGout wo per cent of 
profits shared, up to a maximum of ~0,  
Thus, the employer can receive a tax credit as high as 
$600 per employee, While the employee's. tax credit can be 
as high as $900.- 
In order to claim these tax credits, a plan must be 
registered with the Revenue Department. 
New Democratic Leader Ed Broadbent said 'Lal0nde's 
"plan sounds like a gdod idea but he wanted to look at the 
details before commenting further. 
,,- ! i. 
. .  ,~ ,  " ;~.  :... - • . ~-  , 
• ...~,~,.~-~;~ ~ .!'~ ,~,:r~k~ ~:,;.i~ ,:.:;. * '.. :,':~ ~,  .... . ~..The ,~/mid, Thurtr4ay, February. 16, 198,1, P~I  7 
/"~ " '~ - r J  ~" ~'~=.~'.--~;"~'~  "',i; " ; :~'~' . :,~;,'-t|'~!'; '~" ' ' •  ! : ' J '  ,~ ;~- . i~ '  ~:  " ~dP I  a" -  • ; ~ ; " "  ~ ' 
. . . . . .  • : . . . . , , . . .  . . . .  success  
~'~!  ~!)MQNToN:: \(CP) : " , Se['in"Wales, it'~'ev.olv~ ",'said..,.,,It was tailor-made 
~,i~-~i.~c~n~an-~,,i-: :fllm-makera around a young w0man's . for a specific market." 
:" .~/,,.=';sliodd take heart at- the summer job as a waitress at But Duffell said it turned 
"/::;~'ln :r.asing de'tuber of small- a seaside hotel, where she out that the film's comedy 
,': budget ~*i~nglish films at- falls inlove for the first time and characters appealed to 
taining critical and cam- while becoming involved in audiences on both sides of 
mercial ' success in the the sometimes bizarre lives the Atlantic. 
i United States, British of the hotel's taff. ~ " 
director Peter Duffell ~ald SPECIFIC "MARKET "We just tried to make the ! 
Wednesday, ' The film was pm~luced by' 'film t~'ue and .didn't worry 
Duffell told about 100 "David Puttnam, wh0also: about whether ~ the 
[ members of the Canadian had huge success with the Americans would . un- 
film industry that movies no low-budget filmLocal Hero, derstand it. 
l onger  have to Contain starring Burt Lancaster. "It wasn't, political and~ 
American references to wasn't going to offend " 
attract audiences in the anybody, but we thought it 
major market. The actors in Experience had something to say about 
'.'Those concessions don't Preferred But Not Essential the human condition. It 
have to be made any more," were all unknowns~ Duffell appears to have hit some 
he said. "It used to be that a said 'some were 'actually chord of universal ex- 
film could fail simply working as waitresses in'a perience." 
because theaccentwas too" pub on'the Isle of Man, 
thick." where the' movie was shot. • Duffell iold the Canadian 
Duffell was a guest at The budget was so low film-makers h_e was sur- 
Symposium '84,'a week-long that for one scene requiring prised to find the movie was 
gathering of independent rain, a fire department had easier to sell for theatrical "
producers, writers and to be enticed to turn on its release in the United States - 
actors involved in in- hoses, than for a television release, " 
digenous films. He talked • "None of us thought his ."That's the opposite of the 
with them after showing his film could travel," Duffell situation in England., 
.latest movie, Experience 
Preferred But Not 
Essential. ~ ,- 
The movie, made for ,. 
British television on a 
budget of $750,000, has 
received excellent reviews 
. in ~he United States. ,! 
• i 
| 
NCORD- FIH|, SIke & Fire [ 
"I CARPET Eiaerpncy Service CleaHp i 
l i~  t m~d CARE Br"  presidential running mate "" 
annointed at the. july.;f_-- ~- . ----- All Commur,,n,="' ".~z=~jE~.,~,--/~ .~ 
"c0nventiun, 'more than iS;, , ~ fT" f~-=>~ -  Steam Cleaning ~ /~ ,~ 
elusively against Reagan, | / /~-  r ,  30% 
after months of competing [-' /~ / ' ,~f :~ l )  OFF 
against party rivals. . . . .  I ' ( /  ~. J (~. . J~ I '  ~ 
PARTY B CKEBS ' , [ L ~)''~/~"~3"~:;~.:~.~O Ask about  our new auto deode~vice , / /~ .  ~/ wU ~ ""  The Democrats, however, I "x~:~;L .~ 
are notorious for disrupting ~ { ~ " ~  ' ' Dave Brown " OUT OF TOWNICALL. COLLECT '~a 
their own cause byinternal .. ~ f ~ , ~ ~ U  L . . ou .  1 6 3 5 6 6 7 5  I ,.-.o. 
bickering. . . ' . ' I . "n"  .. . 
• Even the dates of the lowa ~.,~, ~ • ,~ l  SERVICE '  I , i ' I & area'. . 
caucus selections and the " x,,... '/palmopauIofl~.. _.~ 
New Hampshire primary ' : i.,,.:' " i i  ' el ctions were compounded 
and 
3ted 
any 
less ! 
I 
1 
i 
Rep~;s';o'al/makes o," ~ 
• . Stereos 8, T.V. s --'=- • ' --' 
4908GRAHAM " ' . ' ' . ' - -  ,~ "- .-~.-~ ~,~'~'~'~'~. ; ' -  638-0775. ..... 
by. controversy almosb to 
the last moment. 'The 
• national Democrat party 
orgap!~[Qr~gpve way to i ~ 
the present da'tes last month 
only ~after strenuous 
resistance. 
Also a t '  issue. 
unresolved• is" a contested 
party rule. that says ~.  
• candidate who gets 
than 20 per cent of the vote 
in a state •caucus ballot or 
. Wimary election would ge! 
no delegate votes at the 
leadership convention. 
" TERRACE Jackson has challenged 
profit-sharing plan proposed 
• ' . - 
, ,  ~ . . . .  o . 
COPY DERDLINE FOR CLR$SII:iEDS: 11 iOO R .m.  - ONE DRY PR IOR TO PU LICRTION ' 
. ;..~. ~: , , "~ . .  "* , , 
~ ~- -  ._.., _ 
SEXUAL ASSAULT HELP 
LINE We offer support and 
understanding to vldlms of 
sexual assault and 
harassment. Sexual abusers 
don't stopvoluntarlly, they 
need Intervention from 
o4hers. Call anytime. 635. 
4042. 
(PPd-aprl130-84) 
TERRACE PRO-LIFE 
Education Ass'n; Is 
concerned with upholding 
THE TERRACE Foster 
Parents Association meets 
the fourth Tuesday of each 
month et Northwest 
community College. We ere 
a support group for foster 
parents• If you would like to 
talk to us please call Bey 
635.3248, Jacqule 635-6727, 
Trean 635.2865. 
(ppd2-23mar84) 
GAY CONNECTION 
Sundays, 7.10pm 638.1362. 
the right to life of the" .' 
innocent from conception to 
natural death. Active and 
suppor t ing  members 
welcome. Phone Roberta 
635.7749 or Mark at 625-5841. 
(ppd-301une.84.) ' 
CANADIAN PARENTS for 
French (Terrace Chapter) 
Monthly meeting Is. held 
every last Wednesday of 
every month at 8:00 p.m. at 
the Kltl K'Shan statfroom. 
• For more Information call 
Cathy at 635-2151 or Sue at 
635-4691. 
(ppdS.291une) 
(plxI.Nov84) 
WE WANT YOU to come 
and join us, a family 
orientated group, with 
family and adult activities. 
We are a local support 
group; offering friendship, 
¢ompanlooshlp and half.If 
we can to families who are 
only one parent. Come and 
loin us the One Parent. 
Families Association of 
Canada. For Information 
phone Bea 635-3238 or Judy 
638.1935 Or write Box. 372 
Terrace, B.C. VaG 2B5. 
(ppd2.6mar) 
KSAN HOUSE'Is avallab!e TERRACEWOMEN'S ; 
towomen and children who • RESOURCECEWrRE i 
have .10~en physically or Drop;in centre~ .support !
mentally abused. If you service for women; 
need a safe temporary Information; ' - re fer ra l ; .  
refugf~ call the help line 635.. lending library; bookstore, 
4042. c 'ounse l l lng;  suppor t  
(ppd.aprl130-84) groups. 
TERRACE HOMEMAKER" 
SERVICES--  Provides 
assistance with household 
management, end dally 
llvlng actlvltles to aged, 
hendlcapped, 
convalescents, chronlcally 
.III, e tc . .  4619 LakelsE" 
Avenue. P~one 635.5135. 
(ppd.30nev.63) 
FOOD FOR ,THOUGHT 
Soup Kitchen - -  We provide 
free soup to those in need; 
this service is pl:ovlded by 
volunteers -who are 
unemployed• Donations of 
food and money are needed 
to maintain this service. 
2312 Sparks Ave. 
loam -41xn . .  
638.1604 
(ppd2-30mar84) 
• 1 (:ommunny Services 
3 Coming Events 
3 Notices 
4 Informallon Wanted 
S Birlhs 
~, Engagements 
Marriages 
S Oblluarles 
9 Card of Thanks 
IO in Memorium 
I1 Auctions 
I~ Garage 5ale~. 
13 Personal 
14 ' Business Personal 
IS Found 
16 Lost . 
19 Help Wanted 
INDEX 
Services 
24 Sltuatlens Wanted 
28 TV & Stereo 
29 Musical Instruments 
30 .Furniture & Appliances 
31 Pets 
• 32 Livestock 
33 For Sole MiScellaneous 
35 Swap &'Trade: 
MisCellaneous Wanted 
39 Marine 
40 Equipment 
41 Machinery 
43 For Rent MiSCellaneous 
44 Properly for Rent 
45 Room & Board 
47 Suites for Rent 
For.HIr.e, 41 .Homes for Re~t 
' gLASSIFlal) RATaS 
LOCAL ONLY 
20 words or less $2~00 per Insertloo, Over 20 
words 5 cents per word• 3 or more consecutive 
Insertions $1.~0 per inserlion. 
REFUNDS 
First insertion charged for whether run or not. 
Absolutely no rOfurlds after ad has been set. 
CORRECTIDNS 
Must be made belore se¢ond insertion. 
Allowance can be made for only'one Incorrect 
ad. 
BOX NUMBERS 
$1.Q0 pickup.  
12.00 mailed 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY 
Rates available upon request. 
NATIONAL CLASSIFIED RATE 
:)2 cents per agate line. Minimum charge SS.00 
per insertion. 
LegAL  • POLITICAL and TRANSIENT AD-. 
VERTIStNG 
37, cents per line. 
BUSINESS PERSONALS 
15.00 per line Per monlh. On e minimum four 
month b.asis. 
'COMING EVENTS • 
For Non.Profit Organizations• Maximum $ days 
Insertion prior to event for no charge. Must be 2S 
;words or Idea, typed, and submitted to our ofilce., 
DEADLINE"  
DISPLAY 
Noon two days prior Io publication day. 
CLASSIFIED 
It:O0 e.m. on day previous to day Of publication 
Monday to Friday. 
ALL  CLASSIFIED gASH WITH ORDER other 
than BUSINESSES WITH AN ESTABLi SHED 
ACCOUNT. 
49 
50 Homes for Sale 
51 Homes wanted 
52 Property for Sale 
53 Property Wanted 
54 Business Property 
55 Business Opportunity 
56 Motorcycles 
$7 • Automobiles 
511 . Trucks & Vans 
Mobile Homes 
6~ Recreational Vehicles 
63 Aircraft  
64. Financial 
68 - Legal 
69 :~. Tenders 
Service chlrge of SS.OI on all N.S.F. ¢heques. 
WEODINO DESCRIPTIONS 
NO charge provided news submltted wlthln one 
• moflth. 
CLASSIFIED ANNOUNCEMENTS 
Notices . 6.00" 
Births • . 6.00 
Engagements 6,00 
Marriages• 6.00 
Obituaries . 6.00 
Card of Thanks 6.00 
in Memorlum 6.00 
pver  60 words. S cents each additional word, ' 
• PHONE 635-63S7 - -  Classified Advertising 
Department. 
SUBSCRIPTION RATES 
Effective October 1, 1910 
Single Copy 25c 
By Carrier mth, S3.~0 
BY Carrier. year 3S.00 
By Mall  3 mths. 25,00 
lax  |H,  Terrace, B.C. Homo Delivery 
v ia  404 . Pbenli3S-4001 
By Mai l  6 mths. 3S,00. 
• ' ' By Mai l  1 yr. 58.00• 
Senior Citizen I yr. 30.00 
British Commonwealth anc~ United States of 
America I yr. ~.00 
The Herald reserves the rlgllt to clesoify ads 
under appropriate headings end to set rates 
therefore'and to determine page I~:ation• 
The  Herald reserves the right to revise, edit, 
classify or reject any advertisement end to 
retain any answers directed to the Herald Box 
• Reply Service and to repay the customer the sum 
' paid for the advertisement and box rental. 
Box replies on "Hold" Instructions not picked up 
within 10 days.of expiry of an advertisement will 
be destroyed unless mailing instructions are 
receive¢ Those answering Box Numbers are 
request~ not to send ortglnats of documents to 
avoid toss. All claims of errors in advertisements 
must be received by the publisher within 30 Gays 
after the first Publication. 
It ia agreed by the advertiser requesting space 
that the liability of the Herald in the event of 
failure to publish an edvertlsement or in rne 
event Of an error appearing in the odv©rtisement 
.6; pUbliShed shall be limited*to the amounl paid 
by the advertiser for only one Incorrent insertion 
for the portion of the advertising space occupied 
by the incorrect or omitted Item only, and thal 
there shall be no liability to any extent greater 
than the amount paid for such advertising. 
Advertisements must comply with Jbe British 
Columbia Human Rights Act which prohibits any 
advertising that discriminates against any 
perSOn because at his* race, religion, sex, color, 
netlorlolity, ancestry or piece Of origin, or 
because his age Is between 44 and 65 years, 
unless the condition Is justified by a bona fide 
r.eqt/Irement for the work involved. 
TERRACE 
KITIMAT 
h 
de 
Classified Mail.in Form 
Your  Ad . . . .  ; ......................................................... 
Name . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Address  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , . . . . . . . . .  
Town . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Phone No. of D~ys . . . . . .  '... 
Classification . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ . . . .  Send ad along with 
cheque or money order to: 
20 words or less: $2 per day DAI LY  HE RALD 
$4.50 fo r  th ree  consecut ive  days  3010 Ka lum St 
$6 for four  consecut ive days Terrace, B.C. 
$7.,50 for f ive consecutive days VSG 2M7 
. _ . -- 
ARE YOU PREGNANT 
worried, ~ thinking of an  
ahortion't We at Blrthr.ight, 
would like too .fferyou our 
support and friendship. 
Free confidential 
preg, ancy * fesb~ available. 
4S42ParlkAvenue;.i. i TIIOOcum BuZldln~21 Suite 
open 12.4p.m, weekdays 201 Lazelle- Ave. Office' 
" : " ~ 8  :': L 1"" * ~::~ hours Nk~); t0 Frl.' from 9am 
(RPd~Tm0~Mar84) to 11am Saturday 9am 4o 
1pro Phone 635.3907 anytime 
• - (ppd-lunea~) ALANo~I" i M~E ET I I~iGS 
Mondayat Mll lsA~m~rlal 
Hospital, at 8pro Phone 
Isabel ~5.9~9 or Glorla 63S- 
• 5546. ' "  • 
(ppd-23mar84 ! 
EVERY THURSDAY at  
7:00 p.m. In the Hospital 
Pysch Unit there Is a movie 
on ,Alcohol and Drugs• 
Ever;/o'ne welcome• • 
(ppd-feb.6) 
UNEMPLOYMENT 
ACTION CENTRE - -  We 
are a non.government 
agency that provides advice 
and counselling to the 
unemployed. Our services 
are free. I f  you need help 
w i th  Unemployment  
Insurance problems or 
~ . Human Resources glveUs._ a 
I • call. 4721 Lazelle, 
• Rm. 200 
(Back of Tilllcum Theatre) 
635.4631 
.(ppd2-30mar84) 
A.A, ME ETINGS 
Monday - -  8: 30 p.m. 
(Closed) 
United Church 
4907 Lazelle. 
"Tuesday,8:3Op.m. 
• (Open Speaker) 
Sacred Heai't Church 
4830 Straume 
~Wednesc~.y --8:30p.m. 
~;~' (Women's ClOsed): ':~" ~ '
Hospltal psych Unlt 
Thursday--8:30 p•m. 
(Closed) 
Hospital Psych Unit 
Friday--" 8:30 p.m. 
(Open) 
Kermode Friendship Centi'e 
3313 Kalum 
Saturday--8:30 p.m. 
(Open) 
Hospital Psych Unit 
SundaY-,-8:30 p .m.  • 
• (Men's Cloud) 
Anglican Church 
Basement 
4726 Lazelle 
24 hrs. ~ 636-8195 
Alanon Meeting 
Monday 8:00 p.m. 
Hospital Psych Unit 
(ppd.15march 
THE. TERRACE Concert 
Society presents Steffan 
Wegner, Pianist on 
Saturday, t8 February, 1984 
at 8pm at the REM Lee 
Theatre.Tickets from Sight 
and Sound. 
; (ncs.17feb) 
TERRACE DOG Club will 
be haldlng conformation 
show handling classes 
starting Sunday Feb. 19 at 
Thornhlll community Hall. 
• Cost of course.'. S2S.: For 
more Information or to pre. 
register call days- Sadie 635. 
4217; ,evenings: Jean 635. 
6484. 
(ncS.17feb) 
TERRACE 
COFFEEHOUSE wil l  
feature Vic Belh "B.C.' 
guitarist singer, songwriter 
In concert at Don Diego's 
Restaurant 3212 Kalum, 
,Sunday, Fe b. 19. Doors'open 
at 7 p.m. Performance 
begins at 7:30. Admission 
$4, children and Seniors half 
: ~- (nclTfeb) 
EVERY THURSDAY at 
7:00 p.m. In the Hospital 
Pysch Unit there Is a movie 
on .Alcohol and Drugs. 
• Everyone welcome 
(ppd.mar9-84) 
ONE PARENT Families 
Association of Canada's Get 
ACCFJelntod Coffee Nlte Feb. 
10 at 8:30 p.m. Pot Luck 
::;supper Feb. 19 4:30 p.m. For 
Information phone Ben 635. 
• 3239; 
(nc17feb) 
VALENTINE'S DANCE at 
Verltas School on Saturday, 
Feb• 18fh at 9 p.m. Taped 
• music. Snacks and 
beverages and bar service, 
$5 person, 
(nc3.17feb.) 
THE BAHAI'S of the Skeena 
region, cordially Invite you 
to a viewing of the Green 
Light Expedition; a travel 
film portraying many 
Indigenous communities In 
South America from a 
Baha'l perspective, Film 
room In Terrace Public 
Library at 7:30 on Friday,' 
Feb. 17th• Admission free. 
(nc3.17feb.) 
THE TERRACE Figure 
Skating CIubwlil present a 
TV Fantasia Camlval on 
Saturday 17th March at 8:00. 
p.m. and Sunday, 18fh 
March a t  2:00 p.m. 
Everyone Welcome. 
~" (nc4-2Ofeb.) 
TERRACE & 
DISTRICT • 
COMMUNITY 
'SERVICES 
635-3176 
4603D Park Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. VaG 1V5 
ALTERNATE 
EDUCATION 
COMMUNITY 
WORKS 
CONSUMER 
COMPLAINTS OFFICER 
& DEBT 
COUNSELLOR 
635.1256 
MEALS-ON-WHEELS 
635-6461 
NORTHWEST ALCOHOL & 
DRUG COUNSELLING 
6388117 
SKEENA YOUTH 
WORKS INCENTIVE 
PROGRAM (SYWIP) 
635-5778 
SPECIAL SERVICES 
TOCHILDREN 
635-7087 
TERRACE ART 
ASSOCIATION 
Pottery, Weaving & 
Banflque b X local artists . 
Gall Plpe, Edna Cooper, 
and Joan Humphrey. Feb. 
14 to March 3. Toesday thru 
Frlday 12-3 and 7.9 Sat. 12.3. 
Terrace "Art Gallery 
(Library basement) 
(nc5.22feb) 
. _ . . . . . . .  
TERRACE ANSWERING 
BUREAU 
638-8195 
TERRACE 
HOMEMAKERS 
635.5135 
TERRACE RECYCLING 
635-7271 
VOCAT IONAL SUP PORT 
& LIVING SKILLS 
635.7863 
(ppd. 
(ppd6-aug. 84) 
THORNHILL , 
ELEMENTARY Advisory 
group meeting. Monday, 
Feb. 20 7:30pro Thornhlll 
Elementary Library, All 
parents welcome. 
(nc3.20feb) 
THE SALVATION Army I~ 
having a" F!sh 
Smorgasbord' on Monday, 
Feb. 20 at 4637 Welsh, The 
Salvation Army Hall from 
S:30 - 7:00 p.m. S4 for aduIIs 
and el.50 for. 10 years and 
under. 
(nc3.20feb) 
PARENTS: MEETING for 
IheTerraca Figure Skating : 
Club WIll be' held at 8:00 
..,p.m.On Man., Feb. 20th, In 
the'. Al'ena. N~. eflng Room. 
: ,- ,(nc4.20feb•) 
ANNUAL GENERAL 
meeting of the Terrace 
Public Library on Thurs. 
Feb. 16 a t  7:30 p.m. In . . . .  
library meeting room. AIi ' 
welcome. .Coffee will be ~]m~;~ 
served. 
(ac~.16feb) 
PROVINCE OF 
BRITISH COLUMBIA 
MI NISTRYOF 
TRANSPORTATION 
AND HI GHWAYS 
PUBLIC NOTICE 
LOAD RESTRICTIONS 
Pursuant to Section 26 of the 
Highway Act 'and the 
Commercial Transport Act, 
the following load 
restriction Is hereb.y 
established effective 12:01 
a.m. Thur~ay, February 
16, 1984. 
All public roads within the 
Terrace Hlghways .District. 
shall be restricted to 70 per 
cent legal axle welght.The _ 
apply at 100 per cent legal ' 
axl e weight: 
1.). Highway 16 
2.) HIghway 25 
3.) No. 570 R Kalum Lake 
Arterial from the junction of 
Highway to the entrance of 
West F raser -  Skeena 
Sawmill. 
4.) No. 3 Kalum Lake 
,Road from Goat Creek to 
Cedar River - -  Construdlon 
weight zone. 
5.) Old Lakelse Lake Ro;id 
fromiuncflon of Highway 16 
to Junction of Old Lakelse 
Lake Road 'from Crescent 
Street. 
I=ILTERQUEEN 
Sales & Service 
Phone 
63,5-7096 
24' VELCO ALUMINUM 
RIVERBOAT. 180 HP 
Inboard, rebull;t ;12YJ 
Jacuzzl Jet~ TarKlem 
wheels, on trailer. One Time 
Price $6500. Phone 6~-9320• 
(accS-17feb) 
The percentage of 
tolerances provided under 
Section 7•06 (2) of 
regulatibm, pursuant to the 
Commercial Transport ACt 
shall apply. 
° '~-~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  l l "  - / l / l l  I I ! . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
.Violators of the regulations 
and restrldlons will be 
prosecuted. 
W.E• Stanley, 
District Highways Manager 
for: Minister.of 
Transportation and 
Highways 
Dated:' February 14, 1984 
At: Terrace 
(acc2.15,16feb.) 1) Rebuilt 1978 Chev 350, 
• Used :only 300 miles~ In | TETRAULT excellent condition. 
Includesstartor, dlS h-lbuter J PLACE ' 
~i~ and all h~w Ignition perb. I . .  . . . .  ______ 
Asking $4oo Phone l: APARTMENTS 
~ 2) Chev2 speedpowergllde. I '  _ . .-  . . . . .  : . . . . .  w 
Frldge, stove '~'~;~'~ transmleslon.' In very good J  ir ., , drapes, 
. . . . . . .  carpetmg off street condition• ASKIng SIZe. J in ell; l
Phone63e.0768. "1 :;s~:mlng,, secur i ty  
- -  2i76 Churchill 3) Rebuilt Racheeter :4 P ;s ; :mlng  r secur i ty  PLACE 
Drive. Tlme -- 1 p.m. to S bari'el c'arburafor. Fits ;nil " !  Ren ' t l  I tB r t  ne 
p.m. Chev V8% Asking $80.00 I ~1111"11 I~{ i r t  ( I t  
Phone ~8-0768.. J $321) - 
~,, (nc24.feb)I:~ - .  ~ - 
..... ;: l  ho.e manager  kitchen supplies. Saturday, " '  ,~'~;~ . . . . .  . ' • 
In " '  ~]  n'~ l ' ' J  d k' 1 . . . .  " I anytime. " - "  
Feb. 18, 1984• (P3 17feb ) .... PHII~.C~26ff Color TV~I2SO. 
• " • 3 .... pie, e sec.one, J 638-1268 ~ 1 
• " chesterfield; ~,' shln~', gold :- - 
Tent, single bed," dress'dr, 
ski equipment, various 
HAWKE ~;EAFOODS 
- 635-3964 
Specializing in fresh 
prawn¢ In season cod, 
octopus, snails. Live 
crab, halibut and. 
shrimp. 
(p~0.9mar) 
T 
AUTO PARTS 
• . . ,: 
ORNAMENTAL IRON 
railings, canopy beds; ,: 
window soo~rlty, 
planters, room Llvlders 
and weMlilg repairs. 
L.W. sairs 
4106 Hwy 16 East 
635-7824 
Hours: 
4 p.m. to7 P.m.'Ml~n~*fo 
Fd ' (pS.17feb) 
.~  ,, , ,• ,, n, .  il I i l  . . . . . . . . .  
colour,. $300 For more .... 
!nformaflon phone 635.Z20e.. I ,ONE BEDROOM suites 
:~ (p4.21feb) ' Low: ;rents. Close to town 
and shopping. Phone 
FOR, ~P, LE--Panasenld,,,~iilS5 de,,, - - - -  625. 
. . ,  o~8 1533 to 635 
- -  evenings: • 
tacc se t2 fin brown.~•Retall pr ice|  .: " P -  ) 
$:149• AsklhgS100. Call II 
638-1235 after 5p.m. | WOODGREEN 
(ncstf-ffn) | APARTMENTS--. 1, 2 and 3 
r ~ I bedroom apartments. 
ONE USED water tank: 30 Downtown locality 
gallons..All-ne~ elements. Camp ete with dishwasher, 
Also hand-made afghan. . fireplace, frldge, stove and 
Light green and yellow drapes. Undercover 
flow(~r I~lfe queen size bed, parking. Security entrance. 
'~ Phor~e"~,iB.lO~7. Phone 635.9317. 
(sffnclS.29feb) (accsept12Hn) 
"~ I[ ..... I 
D6i:: CAT excellent 
condition. Approx. 300'hobrs 
since completely : 
overhauled. Pony arch, 
double tilts. Phone 112-962. 
6667. 
(pl0.20feb) 
ONE BEDROOM & 
BACHELOR SUITES 
Available Immediately. 
"Frldge and stove 
included. Sauna 8, 
recreation room. 635- 
9o23 or 635-5189 to view.. 
(p20.14mar) 
i 
KEYSTON E J 
APARTMENTS J 
UNDER NEW ~..., l 
MANAGEMENT '~. ,~  
1, 2, and*~•3 'bedroorh [~, 
suites a.va i lab le ,  , ., "~ 
spacious " & clean. 
Extras Include: Heat, 
hot water, ,laundry 
facilities, storage locker., 
& parking. References 
required as of Feb. 1-B~. 
Please phone 635-5224. 
(acc25Jan-tfn) 
1 BEDROOMsuites for rent. 
From S295 up. Phone 638- 
1268. 
(p3-16feb) 
1 BEDROOM for 
gentleman. With kltche, 
facilities. Phone 635-5893. 
(p20.12mar) 
2 BEDROOM basemenl 
suite. Frldge, stove, washer 
& dryer. No pets. $350' per 
month. Phone 635-9378. 
(p4-17feb) 
lt/s BEDROOM, serf. 
contalned unit. S275 month. 
Phone Malcolm 8-5 p.t~' af 
635.7640. 
(acc6.feb.tfn) 
ONE & TWO BEDROOM 
Apts. Good rates. Call 
manager any time for 
appointment to view. Phone 
635.4547. 
• (acc21dec.tfn) 
:~I~KE •*MORE MONEY 
working overseas In 
countries .,:,like U.S.,A., 
Kuwalh Saudl Arabia, etc. 
Also Alaska and N.W.T. 
Permanent-Temporary 
workers needed are 
fradespe'0ple, labourers, 
professlenals; elc'.For full 
Info~ sendyour' name and 
add red,to: ~Box 727, 5tatlen 
"F"  :T0r0nto,, 0Stall0 N~IY 
2N6. 
(accl0-20feb) 
SA'LESMAN WANTED to 
sell toP of the line roofing 
material. Intorested parties 
phone 635.5290. 
(pS.17feb) 
I I , 
~ ~4r~::  ~•~[  ~ ~.,~"~ ~ '~ ~; :~ ~ 
l, 
WORK WANTED - -  5ouse 
paintlng, :some plumbings- 
and appliance repair. Phone 
635.3242, ask for Larry• 
(P10-23feb.) 
, 'WILL DO laundry 
service.' Reasonable rates. 
'To Inquire call 638-1396. 
(s'tf) 
LIC LOG SCALER F.B.M., 
cubic metric, A•D.S., 5 
years• experience. Add 5 
ye~irs experience D.L.S. 
heavy equipment operator, 
seeks relocation - Terrace. 
Prince Rupert area. Wife- 
I.F.A., "A"  ticket. 2 years 
Prov. Amb• Exp.- Glbsons. 
Phone 886-2108. 
(p14.17feb) 
AL TOOVEY 
FURNACE REPAIR 
Phone 635.7524 ,l 
• (sff) 
, L !I 
FEBItUARY ONLY' " ~ ~ ~ I  
120po 'off :' (:ustorn framing - ~! 
and art prints 
(reProductions)• 
Norlberjn Light Studio 
,' 4820 Helliwell Ave., 
Terrace..63B.1403 WATER WELL drilling rig 
" (acc21.29feb.) for sale. Phone 638.8343, 
(pl0.20feb) 
. . . . . . . . . . . .  ' ~ " : ' 1118 l~rald, Thur~lay, February I~,I~4~ 
' " q ! I ~ I ~ = '~" '  I I - - " :  ::J: ~; ,'~ '~ I ( I~  ',~,~. ' ~ : I~ ( '' I ' I ' ,  '': I,~I' I .  I ,  ~ I~ I  ;::" I '~  I I :~' I '  :~ : "  U l  I U l U  " U . "  ' ~ ..... I I I " I i , I  ~ I I  : I I{" I  j . I I I ~ I g " ' est police 
. ' '  S~-~,,RO0~i~'::i~/i:~.~i'~e:l~'~d~oich0j~ i~ut:ii~O,;iii~i,~erbrooke,.the'prevIo~"day{-:-:'~ i:':~:".~r"!:~":: ! " . : '  : ' "'. ""';got into the room ~fler the Shootlng.hed ended, 
~ 13~'~Bt ;IF rBl~lah~idl . . . . . .  . ,,1, . . . .  , . . . . . . . . .  I . . . . . . . . .  T I . , * *  :. . . . .  . , 0 I I " , , : . '~ i- . . . . . . . .  . . . .  1 . . . . .  . . . .  
, open fire through the closed doer of.a..nearby: I~oekForest ~'. • ~..., Pr uix sald the pohcemen had just. and reasonable cause ..~;' Beaumont andEd Redden, a visitor from Edmonton who 
motel roBn~ during'a rald',:in Wlilcl~  an:-ihnoeeh't • man was";. : (o:r.aid the'motel room, and that s0me • off i i . '~ pari~Ipating was.sta~ing i~' the adjoining room, said pelice opened fire 
• " killed,, a lawyer fo r ' . .   . . . . . .  Sberbree~.e~l)0iice. . . . . . . . . . .  told a~'ebro~f,s , . . . . . . . . .  .in"the operation, believed the' .first sh0t 'had . fired by • " without Warning. . But p01ice.; witnesses all said they had 
'~ inouest Wednesday: ' ' ' " " :".~- " ~-",' ' ..... ..: s,.... ~. W. :: someone inside the room . . . . .  :* ~+ "p ~ "" r shouted out warnings before shootin . • • 
SPeakin on the  "final' da o i : l~r in"  :Is er M iche l :  Ev,deneeproduce at the three~day in uest showed a to.tsi Policemen also testified the k,cked the door o n when • __  g . Y . . . .  g~,  WY ,.. ~, . . . .  , , q . . . Y pe . 
Prouix said the use of force' wus:'necessa~ beeadss pa]icei~...~:o[ ~I shots were fired --. all by police --  dtudng-the Dec. 23 they discovered it was held by a chain. But Beaumont said. 
. were convinced the occupants 0fi~:9'r~m~.werearm/ed_ and~~:~:~d, Twenty o f  the. bu~,e~ 'were fired .with 'a:  Uzi sub- he unfastened the chain and crawled out after the,shootingS..' 
dafigerous; bandits L ~;h0 rhe¢~: ~.  :a.' Brink's. gu~d ~:]it/i ::~m~chine.guq through the~do0r, killing Qtiebee City carpet had stopped:and police had ordered the 0ccupents of the ~ 
". : : : "  ' * q ' : . F F ' I : ~ *.-.~I: " ' ' "  I , k " L * Y [ . . . .  :~;I q:~ "layer Serge Beaudoin, 33. 'His. partner, Jean-Paul room to come Out on the count of'five . . ~. 
,,:~_~-:":::..'i '"~ .:~,i i '  'i"~..~.~:... ~ ',.~!)~:.!i:-,/,~.:'.~aumont,~,also of ~uebee City, was: injt~ed. .'. Det..RogerDiontoldtheinquestthat.whenheenteredtheil 
~ki~ ~ I11~'~ I I~ / , '~~ | |~1~(~I~ ~. ~: ~ter hearing, the last or'h20 Witnesses,i'sossinnsJudge room and'saw "a nude tors0" movin 8 towai-ds him from the: 
- IV  I~ . /~ I .  I I L~d, l l  I ~ /V . I I r=A,~=~O~;~,4 ,  Denys Dionne adjourned the inquest; saYing 'he would bed, he pulled back towards the d00r and fired a shot from : 
.-' .' , .... = '~. , •, /: ." : _. ~.~,:-. :~ : - . .:..?:~ render a decision Monddy: , , r I . "I' k .q &:: : ~ I ' --.4. : i hls'revolver while the do~r was closing, • .. 
LAS-VEGAS;. Nev, iAP)'.. : .  ~'ed~ral.. .,....*~ffiC]alS~ s ,Y,_ the ' ;~ ~,::.!They . .  special . . . .  coroner will1 have .to sift.. thr0~gh, ~. ges of. His partner,. Det r. .Andre .Cast0ngu'ay,. said he fired 20 " 
don't know why an Underground nuclear:blast col!ap~d a : .  ~ntrad~ctory. tesU mony to' determlne., if., Sherbrooke rounds from his submachine-gun in the direction of the bed, 
~? f~)~- - " - " . .  big oh(Ink 0f a 'maintain mare"than 300 :ineti;es'al~v-~i in~; P ~llcemen i volv~l In the raid were'~riminally respallsib[e believing the first shot had been fired'at Dlon by someone: 
juring13atomic:wor~rsincludingonewhos~idbgi~rned. ':.:fb~Beaud°in's'death,: :~, " ,. . :  :,.: : . : : : . . :  . inside. . . . :  .. " . ,. . ... ' . ' 
to "walk on:ai~', "* ' . " .i/, ~" , ":~ : ,~ '. : :  : .' "/ :;:~'~/.'./';:D!anne's fi dings w!ll not.be binding On the Crown, whi(;h ' Def, Michel Salvall, the officer in charge of the raid, said :~ 
One manwas ~ critical condition today~withlini~ries h~!':."haS.flnal 'say on.w.he~er lmiiial chargesi~ill be laid, : police had not checked the lieence plate of the Victim's car '." 
• received when' the 18-by ~iT-metre piece:~of':Itainlar .Mesa i:. ~; :-Dionne underlined., the contradlctory.:, nature.:~0f the to see ff it Was stolen. T~e sldyer~ of the Brink~s guard were '~ 
~,n~O:~'~#~v~:O~ pe1½ BEDR~ ~se l t  11~t: 'C~cM'~hRonOe{n~V~'i cavedin"dro,~in~thr,-tor10'metres"and~s~/all0wi~ '~ e';'idencedu'ringthetestimonyofSgt:YvanCha ntier, 35,' thought to have used ears stolen in the Quebec Cit areafor': . tT  ~" ~, . ' .  , . . . . . . .  , .  . ¢~ - , . , . . . .  " : . ~ . . . . . .  Y . , ,  
several trailerS, Eight-workers wer~:in'hespital;" : '~• the~Rock Forest police offiCer,who had apparently alerted their getaway. . • . . . .  . 
Thecave'in~W~eeday~ceur~dd'l~t~tU)re(~:h*0urs after. Sberbrooke ipvestigators', t0 the presence Of ..tWO Dion and CastangU~iy were SUSl~ended from thepolice " 
rbr, techalL%ns at: the g6vernment's Nevada tea( ~it6detodated. ~"SUSl)icious" men at th6 Motel LeC~atHlun. . force pending`he outcome 0f investigati0ns intothe affair. 
. :~.. ! ~ (acc&~el~ffn) a nuclear device of "less than 20 kllot0~,"saidJim Bayer, DENIES STATEMENTS - - ~, :, 
" ~ " " ~.spokesmah for the. U.S..Depart~nent •'of, I~.nergyi " 
TWO:," BEDROOM partly 
mrd|~lr~: tier`merit, One. 
block:,fr0m swlmn~...Ing pool, 
For ~ more Information 
please phone ~.~I~.  
(accg.24feb.) 
a'i 
LARGE 2 BEDROO/~ 
house, irides and stove 
Included. $315. a month. 
Smell : pets welcome. Call 
between 10am and 12am or 
late In, Ihe evening. Phone 
638.0768. 
.... (nc-24fob) 
HOME FOR SALE-~ .5 
bedroom house on fully 
land.scald fenced lot. Close 
to  ~ ar id  L schools. Fruit 
trees; gar~km, greenhouse. 
~klno ST0,000. ~84312. 
..~ . '  (sff) 
FOR,'SALE OR RENT -~ 3 
bocV~m mreo. 1,o4o sq. ft. 
plus*full basement. Frldge 
and a'h~ve Included. No pets. 
Asking.427,900. Phone 635. 
3934~'" 
• (P10.17feb.) 
3 BEDROOM house on large 
corner lot. 75xl35. Central 
vaccum, finlshod rec room 
in .  basement. Double 
-. carl~i't, gasheat, close to 
sc l~l .  Phone after 6pro 635. 
5853. 
" '" " (p10-28feb] 
• . /  - 
3 BEDROOM home, located 
on quiet $.#reet, .1056 sq, it. 
~tached. garage,, close 'to, 
• schoo..la.and hospltal. Treed 
lot,,.~A, umable mortgage 
approxlmately ~I0,000. 
"Asking $49,900. Phone 635. 
1972CHEVROLET BI=LAIR 
second owner, mechenlc 
• owned, automatic, 2,4 miles 
per gallon, new fuel pump,' 
new tires, new power'dls¢ 
brakes, fully. ,winferlzed. 
Runs oxtremelywe!L $1350 
or make me an offer I can't 
refuse - 112-842.5572 New" 
H&elton. )S-17feb) 
FOR SALE--1969 Corvettb 
Stingray. 350 cu. In.4 speed.  
tra~s. Low .: . mileage, 
E~ellent condlfim. Phone 
635-2238 or 5,15.9330 ~ter 
~pm 
(p$-16~b) 
I I 
BANK 
REPOSSESSION 
1979 GMC 4)(4-- Can be 
viewed at SK6 Auto 
Salvage, 36~0 Duhon Rd. 
WHffen offers should be 
sent to 
R. Wilton' 
Box M0 
Terrace, B.C. 
VSG 4Vl 
(a~c10.~feb.) 
7850 after" ~pm. 
M U:S ;T  .S  E 'L  k .--" 
Cendomlnlum. Asklng~prlce 
~I,~0OOBO. DH{te by 7-4717 
Walsh or phone 638-16~ for 
eppelntment to view. 
• .- . - (p20-20feb) 
S BEDROOM home on. V= 
acre on Skeene St. Sauna, 
garden aroo, barn, 2 
flepiaces, $90,000 OBO 
Phone .635.248S after S:O0 
p.m. Except weekends, 
(pt0-21feb) 
FOR ~iSALE-- Spacious 3 
hodroom home on Lakelse 
Lake.'./', Wood.ele¢lrlc ~ heat. 
W.W; carpet throughout. 
Fireplace, large •metal 
shop, carport. Call 798.~522 
after 4pm. 
(p20.27fob) 
FAMILY HOME on quiet 
paved ;street.' 1120 sq.; ft. 
main 'floor oonsisfs or 3 
be~ooms,,  k i tchen,  dining 
room,Jiving room and bath. 
Two :*., :L bedrooms, . den, 
laund,4/ room, beth and 
unfinished work shop 
downstairs. Carport, 
g re~USe ]and small 
garden. •Asking price 
$69,000. Offers considered. 
2304 'Everygresn St.. 638- 
(p&20fob) 
FOR SALE- -  1o be moved 
or  d i smant led ,  2 cabln~ ~00 
emch.,.OBO plus 2 houses, 
$1JMO ea ORS.  Must sell. 
Phone d95.5~0. 
NL : , ~ a q r e p o r t  dated Jan. 4 - -  12 days aher policeriddied the : 
"Hesaldthe-blast~wasconsidei'ed~'very,:sm~,ll;"-; mbtel room with bullets":-. Charpe.nUer;'said he h'ad told A t t a c k e  quieted' 
The atom bomb that destroyedHiroshima In the Second'" Sh:erbl~oke police: '!We have, your. g0ys. They're" at the r ; 
WorldWar, leaving 130,~00 pe~pl~ deadtjn]ured br.missing,'~:: Motel Le Chatillon in Room 57, But under oath Wednesday, : . ~t 
was 20 kilotons ~ the equivalent off20;000 tonnes of TNI'. : .Cbarpentier denied his previous tatements: *" ' VANCOUVER iCP) - -  As her attacker slashed her with a:'~ 
'.'The onl}; thing, we • 'can say With Certainty is. we l~ad :a-:.. ~':'' The;inquest also preduced, iffering Versions of whether 
subsidence and a subsidence means that the' surface of the poli~e issued warnings before opening fire, and how officers pocket, knife, the victim screamed, "I love you," at the~:. 
earth dropped own over the explodiw site,,, Bayer.said. " attack Stopped, a B.C. Supreme Court h'earing was told -~- 
Gregco°k'an-°thersP0kesman'saidlateWednesdaY: H a l l  working- Wednesday• - " 
"We don't have anythinl~ on the cause yet..There Will bea . Nanaimo :defence lawyer David MacLeod, speaking in 
full inVsstigati~n?" Vancouver on the sentencing ofJack Charles McColeman, 
NO RADIA'HONLEAK' • -~ . . . . . .  - . . TORONTO (CP) --  The 'world's only surviving lung 47, called the victim to`he stand to speak on McColeman s ~. 
,* No.radiation:,leaked from the cave;in: Or from the test . transplant patient is back on the job. behalf. 
tUnnel, Boyei" Sald,~'he blast went Off in a sealed chamber Thomas Hall, 58, who.received a lung last November, has " ~ 
abouLthe height and width of a two-car garage butsaverul returned to work training salesmen at= an in'dustrial~sales - "Coleman, charged.: with attempted murder after, the:~ 
times longer, in a tun'ne1356 metres underground, he said. firm i.n nearby Mississauga. He is also pursuing his hobby stabbing incident May 23 in Nanaimo, waived his right to a ,  
The :injured workers had returned to the site and were - as a gourmet cook and is planning a caribbean cruise with preliminary hearing and proceeded straight o a trial in 
checking data recerded on .instruments at ground zero,, his Wife. • . -. 
directly above the point of the blast, said another Energy Hail, only the second person in the world/to leave a 
Department spokesman, David Miller. • hosp!tal after a lung transplant, has amazed octo~:s with 
"Some had the ground rop out from under them," Miller his quick recovery. 
said. "Some were shaken off ladders which led .to t~e top of Forty-two days after the .9~..~-hour operation, he left 
trailers, and one man.apparently was still inside a trailer Toronto General Hospital and was admitted to a 
when it toppled over," 
"I waslearning how to walk on air, but the groimd goi me 
• instead," one injured worker said as he arrived at a 
hespital in Los.Vegas. He. was taken away before he could 
give his name. 
Another injured worker, Liz McDowell, when asked wl~at 
happened, said test-alte'employees signed pacts with the 
government stipulating that they not. talk about heir work, 
'VERY 'UNUSUAL' 
Boyer called ther collapse "very unusual." He said the 
hard-reck area where the blast was detonated,, about 145 
• kll0metres north of Las Vegas, is used only infrequently for 
nuclear tests, with most taking,place in:softer soil. 
Since 1976, the United States and the So~,iet Union ~haye 
FOR SALE .  i979. ~ -ton observed th'e'Th, reshold Test Ban.Treaty and the Peaceful 
DedOe.~P.lckup. New mot~'4~-: Nucl#arE~,~si0ns ~bat~ii~hich limit under'ground~e~ia~ 
snd:palnt,.lob, 13~00 OBO, to 150 Idlotons, Neither treaty,:hasbeenratff~ed by the U.S. 
• &16-139& (aft) .Senate. 
• Tests in'Rainier Mesa, which risesout.of tse/barren 
i9~ ' CN EV . Suburban. desert, ared0ne in long sealed chambers'. Within a series of 
Trailering package and tunnels. • . . . . . .  
extras, Phone ~.4T/3, Rall cars carry rWorke.rs to work chambers,in the 
.(p~-2~feb). labyrinth. Official~ say everyone is cleared from the area 
MU~ SELL Package deal, when a bomb is exploded, and the tunnel remains sealed 
1974 GMC J!mmy 4x4 PS, until it is considered eafe. 
PB, "IS, #railer hitch, roof 
rackand roll bar. Also 1981 
--0--. .n. Goodies offered S1850. For more Informatlqn 
phone d38.3453. 
(stfn) 
FOR SALE-- 1V~0 GMC 
pickup 4x4. Four speed. 
Locking hubs. Low mileage. 
i ~ A~klng $5500 Phone 53&M}~.' 
(pS.17feb) 
. ' . , 
(pl0.20feb) . A GIFT AT $7500 - 1980 GM 
~ton4x4, ~0~ 4 speecl, warn 
part-time hubs, " .dual 
botlerles end more• call &1~. 
8753. 
(pS-17feb) 
OPPORTUNITYI $70~ 
DOWN & monthly $414. 
Buys 2 bedroom-home .11~ 
Terrace Trailer Court on 
Graham Ave. (for approvso 
buyer) pad rental Included.. 
Have your home paid for It. 
5 years. Has. lovely wnnc 
stove and other extras. 
Phone R~ collect 632.2131 
T.K. Really Ltd..-,' " , . 
(p10-27feb) 
FOR RENT-- 3 bedroom 
mobile trailer, furnished or 
unfurnlsbed, Sunny Hill 
Trailer Court. Phone 635. 
755~. . '  ' .  " : 
FOR SALE-- lOxSO' mobile 
home with 7x30' addition. 
Phone ~15.73~0 evenings. 
(p~-Bmdr) 
MUST SELLI • 1974 12x68 
Canadians 3 bedroom. 
Iraller $15,000 abe Phone 
/~8-2~94; 
(p!O-16Mb) 
OTTAWA, (CP) --  
Finance Minister .Marc 
Lalonde opened up the 
treusu~y slightly Wed- 
nesday to try/ to lure 
disenchanted" homeowners, 
small. "busin(~ssmen, pen- 
sioners and investors back 
• into. the Liberal •fold with 
relatively inexpensive 
goodies. 
But. with a Liberal 
leadership convention and 
an election virtual 'cer- 
tainties for 1984,. Lalonde 
kept his future leader's 
options open; iea,;ing more 
dramatic measures for the 
future. 
There was no reference, 
for example, tO the one-per- 
ce~t sales tak in~i'ease he 
announced last April to take 
effect.Oct, l'. iThere had 
been speculation, the ~$1,. 
billion-a-year tax might be 
ditched Or delayed because 
many expect an .election in. 
Similarly, having spent 
billions on job programs 
only to see unemployment 
remain high, Lalonde opted 
for relatively cheap -- but 
Perhaps politically more 
profitable ~ help for 
women. 
For* single pensioners, 
about three-quarters of 
them women, there was up 
to $50 more a month in two 
• ins ta lments  - -  the last one is. 
Dec~ I, 'probably near the 
• end of the election .cam- 
:paign -- that will cost the 
government just: $248 
million in 1984-85. 
Cheaper still was the. 
announcement that Lalonde 
plans to discuss with the 
provi.nces , lofig-standing 
proposals. - for-' . a 
homemakers' l~-nsinn. Talk' 
doesn't cost much.'.: 
For,he middle-and upper~ 
middle class, .,.. another 
Liberal target,, there w/~s a 
November. plan '.tg~,expand tax breaks 
More . importantly, ~ , &at will allow individuals to 
Lalonde' seems' to.. ' be i: c~.trib./~te, up to. $10,o0o ~a 
gambling that the party can y~lir tax-free to registered' 
FOR.;'IAEE-- 1983 1200 "Travel Trailer. Frldl0e, 
Yamaha venture Royavsl stove, toilet. SleepsS. Many 
tourlng bike. Mint rendition ~xlras. Excellent condition. 
Many features. Phons 635- Asking $2500 OBO. Phons 
~4.  '~. ; . " ~le,.04se; 
(p$-17fob) .... ' ' • (P$.21feb.) 
( t~ ' i l~ .~ ( . . ,~  . . . . . . . . .  
_ ,  - -  - , -  - -  _ . , .  - - .  
win the next election despite 
nesr-record .unemployment 
by restoring its popularity 
among selected sectors, of 
the population. 
Uberal pollster' Martin 
Goldfarb has been telling' 
the party for months two of 
the areas ' where it.has to do 
better are youth and 
women. 
So the only major new 
funding to tackle, unem- 
ployment ::-,~:.Witleh: ;even 
Lalonde expects to remain 
above I0 per cantuntil 1966 
- -  was $150 million to go 
with the .previously an-. 
nounced, $1 billion Youth 
Opportunity' Fund. ' 
[~,': / :.~f' 
retirement savings plans 
beginning in 1985 and $15:500 
by tg~. 
The program will cost the 
treasury $300 million ayear 
by 1988 --  but that will be 
some other finance 
minister's problem. 
':Hall said h#was helped through the' ordeal by his wife, 
B rbar~ andthe=r:~o~.~ildreu,~ahgmg~in age from 19 to 
25. r,r.*J "';:~.-; :~L ..;~-, ~i~ ........ ," " ."- " 
"It's been a tough time. It was hard on them, but they're a
strong.family." • ,:" " . ' 
Dr. J0ei. Cooper, hea d of the hospital's thoracic surgery 
• division •and team leader on the transplant, says Hall has 
"changed the scene." 
"We now know it can be done. The question'now is how 
often it can be done Successfully." 
Hall, who suffered from" pulmonary fibrosis, a disease 
that causes Scar tissue to buil d up on the lungs, is monitored 
at the 'hospital once a week, und.ergees rehabilitation 
another two days and wbi'ks two days a week. 
B.C. Supreme Court. :. 
He then pleaded guilty on Jan. 16 to'the lesser charge of 
aggravated assault, while Mr. Justice Charles. Locke was 
on circuit in Nanaimo. 
M~cLeed "said McColeman and Bonnie PeaLer, 35, had 
been living in a common.law relationship for four months i~ 
'rehabilitation centre; He left there Feb. 4 and went back to prior to the incident, after a longer elationship that began "' 
work last week• in the Okanagan. 
The only other transplant'patient to leave hospital was a Both are members of Alcoholics Anonymous and had not i:! 
manLWhO received a lung 15 years ago in Belgium. He was consumed alcohol for more than a year before the assault, r~ 
discharged eight mo~,ths after the operation and died two he said. ~. 
months later. Peaker testified Wednesday that the attack occurred in !- 
Only 43 lung transplants have been done in the world their home following a tense and str.essfui weekend trip to 
since they were first attempted irl 1963. Most patients have the Okanagan. "It was like he was in a complete trance -- ;~ 
diedwithin two weeks. .. - - like he just wasn't there . .  "/" 
Although he made funeral arra.ngements before the "V~hen l screamed out at him , the trance was gone and he 
operation, Hail says he wasconfident it'w~uld succeed. .was left standing there like a little child.": ": 
COULD DO IT PeaLer .said Mccoleman then'handed her the 10-.~ 
"I always thought I would make it," he said in an in- 'centimetre knife, and she ran to a .~ neighbor's house, ~: 
terview Wednesday. "! thought I would be the0ne to do it." ' dropping the knife in the,krass on the way. She was in :~! 
hospital for four days. ' 
Protests helpful 
TORONTO (CP~)-- Prime they went to" the Litton 
Minister Pierre Trudeau's plant,, which makes the 
peace initiative has been guidance suystems for the 
spurredi" by " anti-cruise U.S. cruise missile, to make 
miss i le: ,  protests, the the public: aware of the 
chairman of the. Canadian "genocidal weapens" being 
Physicians for Social nreduced there. 
Responsibility told a A Toronto psychiatrist 
provincial court. Wed-  testified the demonstrations 
• nesday, staged at Litton expressed a 
Dr. • Frank Sommers, "healthy concern with what 
testifying for 63 prates,ors is going on in the arms 
charged with trespassing raee.:' 
during a demonslration at .The 63 charged" With 
Litton Systems Canada Ltd. trespassing are among 127 
in November, said Trudeau people arrested uring 'the 
told him last month that three-day protest. 
Work.:by': protestors "has. 
been a major factor"in his 
peace plans. 
During questioning by 
defence. ,lawyer Michael 
Smith;/sommers said that, 
during~i:itmch wi!h Trud.esu 
last month, the prime 
minister:advised him that 
pretestoi's "should keep 
pushing':the government." 
Outside court, 'Sommers 
said that Trndeau also told 
him: "Thank God for the 
peace movement in the 
U.S." 
As in the previous two 
days of testimony, .a 
number of defendents aid 
I 
achman 
Apartments 
AVON 
DISTRICT sALEs 
MANAGER AT AVON 
MANAGEMENT MEANS 
leadersh[p, Initiative, cresflv!ty 
growth and opportunity. 
If'you ere a leader ..... If you knew'how to motivate 
people ..,. you may qualify for a growth position as 
an AVON DISTRICT SALES MANAGER for the 
world's largest cosmetics company, in the Prince 
Rupart, Terrace, Klflmat area. 
AVON will train you for thl~ challenging [oh. You'll 
earn  a substantial base salary with commission and 
liberal frlnge benefits, an automobile is supplied. 
Find out more about this challenging.opportunity, 
and we encourage qualified Avon Representatives 
to reply to this aclvertlsement. 
Contact 
Bryan  Hayes 
No.1015 1030 West Goorgla St. 
Vancouver, B.C. 
V6E 3A7 
I I 
NEWEST & BEs.T TOO 
'Now.at affordable Rates 
~~~ One bedroom, at  $325"  ms. 
Two bedroom at 8360" ms.  
- -A t t rac t ive ,  spacious, ext ra  storage room 
- -Beaut i fu l  appl iances,  t i led showers 
- - Love ly  cupboards,  double s.s, Sinks 
- -Large  balcon les w i t  h screened pat io doors 
- - Lo ts  o f  park ing  - recreat ion court  
--Securlty~.enter phones anddeadl~Its - " ~ 
"; ' -- --Drapery c0',ar'dlnated tow~w carpets 
- -Wa lk ing  d istance to down town 
- -Fami ly  o r iented ,  close to schools 
- -Hosp i ta l ,  conven!ence store, parks,  
car  wash, al l  In a rea .  .•, 
• ,.. ,-$200.00 move in a l lowance for  'Jan, 1-15 . ': " 
:;Professlonally Managed /i 
by t ra ined  staf f  who respect 
and care for  our  tenants ' 
Telephone:  635-5968 
Property Stewards Western Ltd. 
. r . . . . . t  d . , t / , . ,  f .& . .  .to... 
• e..Lt.f. 
• I,~at~,~ , ,ca~t r , f , / , , . ,  .,~Jo,,i m=,,.,fo.. 
- 
~,(en ,  mauf . f  -,n~t/m, 
68s.1268 
r i [ I 
~ fU . t ' t . J l '  I " . : ~ - 
~ ". ~ • " ' . ' : ' i - : , : . ,  " . i "  , . • , ' . . , 
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. E th,el : :Merman:, r em e mber ed 
White Way'~;ere~?darkeneit..y~ir.old.woman playlng:'a a comm.ercl~ mpioma trom 
for enter ta iner  Ethel love.struekgirl~ . . . .  William Cullen Bryan.t'h|gh. 
Merman, the' . late: s!nger~' 'WON TONY ,/kWARDS I 'i school. 
whose clarion VoicebmughV .~ Merman won two Tony • - Sl~e supplemented her  
Whitney  Br innen,  left, a g rade  11 student  a t  Ca ledonia  
• Secondary, and Linda Fowle, a grade ]2 student at ~ount 
Elizabeth Secondary School in Kitimat, will be performing 
girls have been playing the fl~e for approximately seven 
years. Whitney is currently playing on the Provincial 
Honour Band in Richmond, B.C. and Linda is hoping to 
a flute duet at the Pacific Northwest Music Festival. The" make music a career. 
Scooch finds new lease on life 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- A year ago, Randy 
Seooch's future looked bleak. Lying in his 
hospital bed, he could hardly draw upon enough 
.energy to lift a fork to his mouth. 
Now, Seooch is itching to take on life like any 
other 26-year-old. 
He became British Columbia's first heart 
transplant recipient Last March 18, On Sunday, 
he celebrated two birthdays with his family in 
R ichmond-  his 26th and his first since the 
:transplant. 
:~ "It's hard to put everything in perspective 
:these days, because so much has happened," 
~he says. "I don't want people to look at me and 
'..say, 'poor guy, at least he's doing all right.' 
~Well, I'm not some poor guy. 
'I got problems like everybody else I worry 
~bout getting a job ,and I Worry about the 
-~ ...... But I 'm just as healthy as the next guy. 
~,.~ pmns are to get a job. That's a~ut  it. But 
'|hat's quite a task" these days." 
| Scooch's ordeal began about.four years ago, 
~aith-what he4hought w~iS a sever~ cold. He 
~:oughed a lot, was having trOuble sleeping and. 
.Foulds't breathe properly. 
: When the "cold" persisted, he Visited a 
cialist who ordered an electrocardiogram. 
e next day, he received two telephone calls 
"- one telling him he Was accepted for a job as 
an apprentice, glass.cutter and the other from 
• his doctor, ordering him to the hospital, ira-. 
mediately. 
• Scooch was told he had ideopathic congestive 
eardiomyopathy, or progressive deterioration 
of the heart muscle. He was able to lead a 
reasonably, normal ife for a time, with' drugs 
used to treat heart problems, but by Chk'istmas 
1983 the search was on for a transplant. . 
"In the hospital, I just kept getting weaker 
and weaker. i  was so scared." 
His parents, who were with-him around the 
clock during his five-month Stay in the hospital, 
had to constantly massage his ankles to 
prevent blood clots from forming. 
Seooch was finally accepted" as a heart 
transplant candidate at University Hospital in 
London,. ont. Because of the rigors, of the ' 
operation and of life itself after the transplant, 
Seooch ad to force himself to gain .weight and 
strengthen his muscles• ,." . . . .  
NEW ATTITUDE .. . .  ~: .  , 
" I  also had t0::stari taking a more positive 
• • . • , ,  attitude toward my chances of.hwng, he said. 
"If I didn't want to live, if ! wasn't willing to., ' 
_ give it my all,'why should I be given a new. 
heart and not someone else who wanted it 
more?" 
Scooch's new heart was implanted March 18 
at Univei'sity Hospital. Four surgeons, two 
anesthetists and nurses led by heart surgeon 
Dr. Neii;McKenzie performed the delicate six- 
hour ol~'ation, which'was p~id for by the B.C. 
medicai~.dervices p lan .  " , " ,  
, Se0och~eturns to London' next month for ~his 
yearly check-up. 
Although Seooch i.~ susceptible to colds 
becau~, of daily doses of anti-rejection drugs 
that lower his white blpod cell cbunt, he lifts 
weigh(~;,swimsl bicycles and exercises at  least 
once.a week at a nearby community centre. 
'Tmsupposed'to exercise veryday for the 
rest of my life, the doctors told me when I left 
London,',' he said. "I wish I could say i do but 
let's just say l  do it as.much as I can.'* 
.,An admitted Chinese food fanatic, Scoocl', 
finds the idea of cutting out all faKy, fried foods 
and cholestrol distressing. • 
"I 'm a bit overweight.right now, but I'm sure 
I'!l Jose ~m~ weight.during my s~y..ln Lon- 
don," be'said...:  " - " 
. - , ~ ? . . . 
Seooch said.he'ssupposed!towelgb.abeut 120 
pounds but  weighs 140 pounds.. ','Because my 
medication:caused ome. thinning of my bones, 
my.optimum weight is supposed to. be lower 
than normal." 
Red Brigades claim responsibility 
and delivered to a •news agency today said the 
Lebanese Revolutionary Armed Detachments 
took responsibility. 
The note Said the killing was carried otlt 'by 
the Martyr Nabil Hamdash Unit to avenge 
victims of recent U.S. naval bombardments of 
anti-government positions "near Beirut. 
"We consider this operation as a warning to 
all NATO forces in Lebanon," the statement 
said. 
' "They should withdraW from our land and 
waters as soon as possible or many NATO 
heads will be rolling inside and outside 
Lebanon. . . "  
Hunt, the 56-year-old civilian director- 
general of th~ Multinational Force ,and 
Observers that patrols the .Sinai, was 
pronounced ead ii~ hospital an hour after the 
attack• 
stamp ofihe Italian leftist errorist gang i'" 'said 
the Italian police source. ~ .. 
The source, a high.runking official of Italy's 
anti-terrorist police DIGOS, added weight .to 
reports in recent weeks that' leftist terrorists 
--" . were planning a comeback. 
Those reports included •a warning by 
repentant. Red  ~ Brigades guerrilla ~ Roberto 
Sandalo, who told a teleyision interviewer early 
this month the gang was planning an attack in 
Rome. 
The .attack on Hunt was the' first major 
assault against an Americal~:official in Italy 
~ince the Red Brigades kidnapped U.S. Brig.- 
Gen James Dozierlin 1981. The NATO official 
was freed by a police raid. 42 days later. 
Hunt was the first American ottJcial and the 
seventh diplomat murdered by terrorists in 
Italy since 1976, when Huna'im Hatem, a Syrian 
ROME (CP)  - -  A hard-line faction 'of the 
fftist Red Brigades hn's claimed responsibility 
~r Wednesday's killing of Leamon Hunt, the 
~merican head of the multinational force in the. ~ inai peninsula who was ambushed outside his 
o m e .  • ~ The slaying has given investigators "clear 
ndications" of a comeback by the feared.Red 
Brigades, a police source said today. 
: The terrorists hot out the bulletproof win- 
i~]ows of Hunt's car with submachine-guns 
-.~ednesday night and killed him at point-blank 
:~ange. 
=" The attack •was claimed by the Fighting 
Communist party, a Red Brigades faction. 
Police said they considered the claim credible. 
In Beirut, meanwhile, a shadowy.Lebanese 
group also claimed responsibility for Hunt's 
murder. 
her fame 'on', stage and awards, in 1951 for Call Me earnihgs with..l°cai night 
screen fdr more than.half a "Madamand a special ~Tony jobs as a singer and a brief 
century. . .: - r .  !in'iS;2 honoring her entire, movie stint with Wdrnor 
"Ethel. Merman :..wa~;. a .. career. -, : . ,  ..... ' : BroS. studios in NewYork. 
dear friend, one with whom ':H~i'four marriages endedi Late in 1929, she got a 
I started on~ Broadway !ni,~vorce. The second,.: to nightclub Job on the same 
nearly 50 years;ago in lied,. Hearst ~;~.executive Robert bill with Jimmy Durante's 
Hot and" iB!ue,!~'isaid Boi~ ~vi t t  .ifi~. 1942, ' Jasted ll: ac t - -  Clayton,. Jackson and 
Hope. "Show. bus~nesb.has yearsand thelasL to Ernest Durant¢. Th~ following 
lost one of itSr! greats?'. Borgninein1994,ranonly3g summer she played the 
Merman'was found dead tays,. Sh.e and Hollywood B'r.ooklyn • Faramotmt, 
o f  naiurai.;,ic;duses.,Wed: agen~wiii iam Smith wei~e whe~.  producer Vinton 
n~sday~ at ~berl Manhattan married, f or.~a ' year in 1940 ,Freedley beard "her and 
apartment,~t~dd Dr. Elliot undber other husband was thbught Gershwin might 
Gross, ~. the"~cit~,'S, medical Robert: Six, an .. airlines,., like to also. 
examiner. Sliedied without eXecu!lve~ she' wed in 1953: " Gershwln did and hired 
ever takings m~sic'lesson, and shed in 11)61. . . . her for'Girl Crazy. 
lnmemoryolfthestar,al l  ' Mei'man had a son, .Merman'sbedy will be 
36 '  Broadwa~r "~eat rea  ~ben~t Levitt Jr. of New ~ cr~emat~d but a funeral 
darkened, their: .. marquees York(and a"daughter, Ethyl home spokesman ~said no 
for one minute at o.p.ml ~; six, ~ho con;mitred suici(te information will be released 
Wednesday:, ~/show Lime;.'. id i967. , J  ' about posslble memorial 
Merman was. known tin, • BornEthel  Agnes -g im-  services because "the son 
her piN-organ voice, which mermann in Astoi'ja, wants, it strictly i private.t~ 
• brought' down the  "house . . . . . .  . :  ', .. - ;, - : 
with such songs .as Th~ere's I I 
NO Business Like Show " • ' 
Business and he r favorite, I . . . .  
Oo, , m "" PEOPLE She had undergo~ae brain 
• surgery;' "April 15 at Rbout. 
RaoseVdt ~.Hbspltal, where ' ' 
she ~.badl).regula'fly: Visited . I I ' 
once a w~kto~'cheer.upth e . princeCha,rleswas;nCovent~y, England, touringanaut~.. 
bedridd~;~ '"" plant With I~Is Wife, Diana, when some friendly blue-collar 
Composer Irving Berlin, ribbing turned him several shades of pink~ 
who Wrote Annie Get Your The couple; expecting their second child in September, 
Gun for ;~ Mer~nan,/said: were  w~,!ching machinist Terry Mccouley when the prince 
• "She  Was iabs01hte]y the. said: "'You're doing good work, Production's going well,"" 
greatest," • 
A' RE,~L.PRO . McCauley replied: "Your production line is going well, 
Sid Caesar, who appeared too;," sending the royal heir into a pronounced blush. 
with Merman in the film It's . "  
a Mad,, Mad, Mad, Mad . Bobby 8eaie,~who gained notoriety as a radical black.  
~Vorid, .said: "She was. an acti~,ist in/the 1960s, sayshis 17-year-old son plans to join 
idol of mine. When I was thelu,s; Army. 
first starting in, She was the "I think it's fine," said Seale, now' 47 and about o publish 
queen of.musicals. She was a cookbook, ~'Wbether he's in the army or in a job, he stilt 
so full Of life - -  a real. pi'o.,, has a social structure to deal with. Is it different o run into 
• Merman first took racism in the army or here on the streets?" 
command, of the n~usical S~e says he has volunteered tohelp Jesse Jackson in bis 
stage in 1930. As a 21~year- campaign for the Democratic presidential nomination but 
• old neophyte in Girl Crazy, hasn't received a reply. 
starring" Ginger . Rogers, "My name is a tough piece of history for them," he says. 
Merman had one song and 
made the most. of it ~ the Singer Roy Orbison was released from an Edmonton 
show-stopping I Got Rhyth- hospital Wednesday after s month-long stay for tests and ' 
m .  
Her success continued in . . t reatment  of respipatory problems. 
Orbison, 47, entered hospital Jab. 13 after "'a 10-day 
.such classics 'as ~mything engagement a a local hotel. ~ 
Goes in -'1934, Panama 
The Nashville singer, best Imowq.for the 1960s hits Pretty 
Hattie in 1940, Annie Get Woman and 0nlythe Lonely, had I~een ordered to rest while 
Your Gun in 1946 and Call ' • 
Me Madam in 1950, She also undergoing extensive testg; said William . Dartnell; 
made two later' New York executive director of the hospital. -,,""'~"" 
stag e appearances - - in a 
limited-run revival in 1966 Wade Boggs, a superstitious third-baseman with Boston 
and as the wind.up star' of Red Sox, had decided to seek a salary of $717,000 because 
Hello, Dolly ! in 1970. his favorite time to run before a 7:35 p.m. game is 7:17 p.m. 
She had 14 movie credits Remarked teammate Bob Stanley: "The ball club must 
between 1934 .and 1976 and be happy that the'games don't start at 9:30." 
appeared on .a number of .. 
televlsion specials. Her Meanwhile, Wlllle Horton, a former slugger with Detroit 
movles included, the film Tigers, Toronto Blue Jays and Seattle Mariners, has filed 
versions of Anything Goes, for bankruptcy. 
Call Me Madam, A lbxah . . .  Horton,40,andhiswife, Gloria,made the move through a
der's Ragtime Band/ No 'court in Seattle to consolidate debts and arrange a 
BusineSs Like Show repayment schedule, He listed about $133,282 in debts,  
Business and a non-singing • $160,000 in assets and sought a $34,000 exemption. 
:, part in It's a Mad, Mad, Horton, six hits Short of 2,000 in an 18-year major.league 
Mad' World. career, recently became a minor-league hitting inbtructor 
"I never took a s.inging, for Oakland A's, but ~ id  in a recent interview he still hopes 
dancing or acting less~n in for another, chance in the big leagues. 
my life," Merman once "I could stlll do as good a job as T0 per cent of the people 
said. "George Gershwin out there," Horton said. !'I know I could." 
told me,' !Don't ever take a Horton played for Detroit from 1995 Io 1976, including the 
music lesson, Ethel.' All I 1968 World Series, which saw him immortalized ina famous 
have done since is belt out great,momants-in-baseball pl y. 
the songs." With Detroit dekperately needing a win, it was Horton'sl, 
One of her later returns t0- throw from left field that ~ailed St. Louis Cardinal speed. 
the New York stage was for ster Lou Brock at the plate, shifting momentum to the 
the1966 revival of Annie Get Tigers for their eventual come-from-behind win "In the 
m_ _ 
= A handwritten statement dated Wednesday. "Th e operating method of the attack had the Embassy official, was killed. YoUr Gun, received with Series. 
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